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Dear Mr. Watkins:
We were so deluged with applications for
positions at the Hotel this summer that itposed a major problem for us to choose
students for the positions we had availablefrom the persons who applied.
I'm sorry we can't make room on our staffthis summer for you and other deserving
students who need a job. Unfortunately, most
of the students who applied to us had
previous experience in our line of work andI'm sorry we could not hire most of them.
I do hope that you will be able to find
an opportunity elsewhere.
WAR:tn
Cordially,
William A. Rockhurst
Personnel Manager
Summer job hopes
dimming for student
If you don't have a job yet for the
summer, the prospects of getting onein this area appear dimmer and
dimmer as the semester closes.
Items:
* There is no certainty that
students will be hired on campus
this summer because department
heads have submitted no requests
so far. according to Robert E.
Keane, director of classified
personnel. Keane says more than
300 applications have conic into
his office from students looking
for summer work.
* Sonic resorts, traditionally a
mainstay for students seeking
summer work, are decreasmr their
emphasis on hiring large numbers
of students in favor of
professional resort workers and
loos:. people. At least that was the
situation of two of three resorts
one each in Maine. Mass, and New
Hampshire contacted by the
CAMPUS.
* William B. Palmer, interviewer for
the Maine Employment Security
Commission (MESC) in Bangor.
Fall grades. bills can be sent
directly to legal-age students
by Renee Campbell
Two UMO policy changes for
students have been approved by
President Winthrop C. Libby. One
provides that students of legal age
may request that neither grade
reports nor other correspondence be
sent to their parents. The other
pertains to a change in the method of
recording incompleted courses at the
end of the semester.
The general practice in the past
has been to send copies of grade
reports to students' parents, unless
the student was a veteran over 21.
Beginning next fall, any student
at or above the age of 20 may request
that no official communications from
the University about grades, finantes,
or any other matter be sent to their
parents. Students will have the
opportunity to make the choice at
registration each semester.
The new policy for recording
deficiency grades has been adopted
by the Committee of Academic
Standing and will become effective
this semester.
1•ormerly the letter X represented
a deficiency in a course and the letter
Z represented an absence from the
final. Both types of deficiencies
could be made up the following
semester.
Quality points were assigned on
the basis of the estimated grade and
degree hour credit was awarded for
the course in the anticipation it
would be completed. If the
deficiency was not made up in the
time extended by a dean, the student
was given an E grade.
This arrangement led to
confusion. The inconclusion of
quality points and degree hours
misled many students and faculty as
well. Mistakes were made on
transcripts, the period of extensions
of time to make up the deficiency
were not made clear, and some
students approached graduation
having overlooked a past deficiency.
The new policy will record all
deficient grades as Ea. No quality
points or degree hours will be
assigned. The asterisk denotes the
provisional nature of the grade. It
will also appear by the semester grade
point average to alert student and
advisors that a deficiency grade has
been recorded. The time limit for
making up deficiencies has not been
changed.
No differentiation will be made
on grade reports as to whether a
deficiency is the result of incomplete
work or absence from the final
examination. This differentiation
arose from the former policy of
having a special examination fee.
Such charges have been abolished. In
the future, it will not be necessary to
either pay a special fee or to secure
the business manager's signature
showing it has been waived in order
to make up a deficiency grade.
The Student Senate voted 55-2
Feb. 23 in favor of having future
University correspondence sent to
students.
Orono urban renewal: p
A calamity or a cure?
here does a college student buy
a Mother's Day card, take his girl to
dinner, step out for a cold beer, or
purchase a new pair of dungarees?
If you're a UMO studen your best
bet would he Bangor.
Orono, Maine with its run down.
understocked, overpriced shops and
stores is anything but an ideal college
town.
Movie theatres, decent
Final issue
This is the final issue of
the Maine C NI PUS for the
1970-71 academic year.
The first issue of the
Summer CAMPUS will be
published June 18.
The next issue of the
regular CAMPUS will come
out Sept. 23.
restaurants, and reasonably prked
clothing stores are noticeably absent
from Orono's downtown business
area.
hy should a market of 8,000
students have to travel 10 miles to
Bangor or Brewer to see a movie,
have a steak dinner, or shop for
clothes," remarked one UMO student
last week.
"Orono is in pretty bad shape. It
seems they could !ear down those old
buildings and put in some decent
store.,." another remarked.
Does the future look any brighter
for Orono? Or will the
pnng-out-of-business sales continue.
as Orono merchants like J. E.
(-handler relocate their businesses in
Bangor shopping plazas? Will the
Orono of the '70's be a ghost town or
a responsive college town?
Much of Orono's future rides on
the outcome of the urban renewal
proposal which goes before the
continued on page 2
says that 91 UMO students have
applied to his office for jobs so
far which is "not too many as of
yet." Palmer says that nobody has
been placed because no employers
so far have requested students for
summer work.
* A spokesman for Page
Employment in Bangor. a private
employment agency, says that
about a dozen UMO student have
applied so far, some as early as in
March. The agency has placed
none of them so far although the
applicants "want to take any kind
of work at all."
"Jobs are pretty scarce this
summer." Palmer said in a statement
that appears to need little
elaboration.
According to Keane. 162 full-time
and part-time students were hired on
canliflis la0 summer. Iligh s...11°01
students taking summer session
courses made up the bulk of cafeteria
workers, however, with UMO
students filling the remaining 136
positions, most of them full-time.
But the possibility of there being
no positions at all for students this
summer comes as a result of
legislative wrangling over the
possibility of a repeal of the state
income las, from which monies for
UM() conic.
.1 he legislature is now debating
whether to put the repeal measure on
the November ballot. It is also trying
to decide what to do about funds for
the entire Univeraty of Maine system
just in case voters decide to repeal
the tax in the November election.
Departments heads have not
submitted requisitions for summer
employees to Keane as a result
because their budgets have not been
drawn up yet. But it has to be done
by July 1, when the fiscal year
begins.
Of the 136 UMO students hired
last year. 46 of them worked as
laborers from grounds and
maintenance. Also, 13 painter's
helpers were hired, eight clerks, eight
lab assistants, three firemen's helpers,
along with one or two secretaries,
plumber's helpers, cooks, busboys
and girls, research technicians,
ckrk-typists, and lab technicians.
,
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Keane said that a majoril., of,
students hired last summer ha •ict
their jobs part-time through° IheC
school year.
Pay scales ranged from $1 per
hour to 52.60.
Palmer at MESC said of the 91
UMO applicants registered with his t
office so far, "if we place one-third
of them, we'll.he doing well."
According to Palmer, most of the
men prefer construction work
"because of the better pay. But most
of it, especially for roads, has moved
away from Bangor. It is said there
will be some building construction
around here this summer but I've
seen little evidence of it yet."
"A contractor wants somebody
he can hire immediately, not a month
ahead of time," Palmer said. "So I'm
not surprised nobody's been placed
yet."
He said, however, that most
students who don't find work in
construction will probably "apply for
anything they can get."
The spokeswoman at Page
1. mployment substantiated Palmer's
remarks.
UMO students, she said. "want to
take anything at all. Some would
prefer to work in summer camps, and
a few are willing to work in the
woods but prospects for that aren't
too good with the paper companies
cutting back."
She said that the agency was able
to place "just a few" of the dozen or
so UMO applicants last year.
"Most of them were in office and
shop work in Bangor," she said.
Wages were "just barely above the
minimum" of $1.60 an hour.
1 -hree resorts contacted by the
CAMPUS about students being hired
this summer seemed to indicate that
one of the mainstays of student
summer employment may be slowly
receding into oblivion.
"We used to hire about 25
students every summer, but now it
will be only three or five this
summer," says Mrs. Marjory Gilmore,
who with her husband manages the
liar harbor Motor Inn.
Mrs. Gilmore explains that the
continued on page 3
Do v ou recognize these
buildings..) On the right is
UMO standard map building
73. AboNe left is number
80. Below lett is number
50. There are other
buildings on campus even
I lie University doesn't have
a name for.
(See story on page 7.)
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the maine canipu. may 20, 1971$1.6 million in federal funds may be used to buy downtown Orono
eutitesieeed from page' I
Orono voters June 2. The proposalif passed would initiate a request for$.1.6 million federal grant to buy up
and tear down the existing structures
composing downtown Orono.
A similar proposal was defeatedlast year. Many opponents fearedthat once the structures weredemolished no one would be willingto rebuild.
A spot check of UMO studentslast week has revealed that a
tempting market does exist in Orono.A market %%here the right businesses
could thrive.
The 54 students questioned said
no one used Orono as his prime
shopping area.
Over 23 percent of the students
would like to see and would
patronize a reasonably priced
clothing store, 23 percent would
patronize a nice gift shop or tavern.
The survey also revealed that the
average LIMO student has 55-10 a
week in spending money. That's $10
that could be spent in Orono rather
than Old Town or Bangor.
About 73 percent sais they would
prefer to do their shopping in Orono
VIKING
Husqvarna
STRETCH STITCH
Sewing Machines
a
fashion
fabrics
60 Columbia St. Bangor
Tel 945-3473
it there was a marketplace
comparable to surrounding towns.
Several students indicated that
when they use Orono, it is because of
its proximity only. When
transportation is availabk, however,
they shop in Bangor.
What will the people of Orono
have if they vote in favor of urban
renewal in the June 2 referendum?
The referendum involves approval
of a bond issue for ¶533,000 at an
interest of five percent to be paid
over a 30-year period. This will make
up a major portion of Orono's share
of 5646,000 for urban renewal.
But even if the voters vote in
favor of the bond issue, the town's
urban renewal plans must be
submitted to the regional office of
the Department of Housing and
Urban Development in Manchester,
N.11. for approval.
Whether or not Orono gets the
federal money necessary to start the
renovation of its business district
depends on how much money the
U.S. Congress appropriates to HUD
for this type of project and how high
on the regional office's priority list
the Orono project is.
The total cost of Orono's urban
renewal has been estimated at $2.5
million. Funding will come from
federal, state, and local governments.
This money will be used to buy
property- and tear down buildings in
ght urban renewal area and to build
roads, sidewalks, and storm and
sewer drains when the area is being
improved.
Not all property will be bought
11 !L. Isuildings will be torn
down. According to John Lyman. a
member of the Urban Renewal
Authority'. the 51.6 million which
the town hopes to get from the
federal government will not come
directly to Orono in one lump sum.
This amount is enough to buy and
tear down all property in the urban
renewal area.
When a developer expresses
interest in building in a part of the
area, or if the authority feels that it is
necessary to tear down a building in
order to make it more attractive to
potential investors or to make way
for roads and sewers, the authority
will borrow the necessary funds to
buy this property from a local bank.
This will be reimbursed later by
the federal government out of the
51.6 million fund. Any money not
used by the authority will revert back
to the U.S. Treasury.
The fact that the authority does
not have to buy all the property in
the urban renewal area has raised
concern. In a meeting at Pat's Cafe,
owner C.D. Farnsworth, a leading
opponent of urban renewal who was
instrumental in its defeat last year,
indicated a softening of attitude
toward the project this time, but was
concerned about the unwillingness of
the authority to specify which
buildings it was planning to buy.
Serving in an advisory capacity to
Farnsworth, Llewellyn Michaud, a
Bangor attorney. asked Lyman if the
authority has to specify which
property it is going to buy when it
submits its proposal to HUD. Lyman
replied that he didn't think so, but
r.4( •Alfe.
Diplomat Adams leaving UMO
J. Wesley Adams, diplomat in
residence at the UniVer•410 ot Mame,
has been assigned to the Department
of State in Washington where hw c
will take up his new duties in July.
he \dams
HANSONS SKI 8t SADDLE SHOP
395 SOUTH MAIN STREET BREWER
TEL 942 3279
HIKING BACK PACKING EQUIPMENT
GERRY — CAMP TRAILS - HIN.IALAY, NORTH FACE
VOYAGEUR BOOTS
RICH MOOR FOODS
Student
discount
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has given talks on the Orono as well
as at the Portland. Gorham.
arnungton and Augusta campus of
the University. He has also spoken at
Ricker College in Houlion. HON1101
at Brunswick. the University of
isconsin and the University of
Rhode Island.
:1dams has been located in North
Stesens ll.itI ss here he has svorked
vs th Professor I tip.'ne
h,• thc ROI Ot C
In any case. Orono's plans will
not include which properties are to
be bought and torn down.
Orona plans to raise the necessary
money not covered by the bond issue
by taking the necessary amount out
of its operating budget over the next
three years.
If Orono can raise the maximum
amount of money for sidewalk and
road improvement, SI 1.200 each
year, not only will this be matched
by the %aIlle amount from the state
government every year. but Orono
will also receive a bonus of 40
percent of this each year.
According to Town Manager Paul
Devine. 568,000 of this could be
contributed as part of the town's
share of urban renewal costs over the
next three years. This money would
only be used for road and sidewalk
construction in the urban renewal
area.
Devine also said that $45,000
could be taken out of the budget for
storm and sewer drains and used for
building these in the urban renewal
area at the rate of $15,000 per year
over the next three years.
An additional $69.999 will be
credited to the town's share of urban
renewal costs by the contribution of
property valued at this amount which
is owned by the town and located in
the urban renewal area.
I t., t‘ priation oh I .
the operating budget, the toss Ws
contribution of property, and thebond issue have all received the
approval of the town council.
Though the Urban Renewal
authority has no plans on what willbe done when Orono has the funds
necessary to buy property and teardown buildings, the federalgovernment requires about 50percent of the renovated area to be
used for housing. Private developers
are expected to invest in buildings tohouse businesses which can payhigher rents, but there is question asto where the money to build housing
will come from.
Farnsworth said at the meeting
that if a developer could profitablybuild and operate an apartmenthouse in Orono, he probably wouldhave done so long ago.
Lyman suggested that perhapsfederal aid would be forthcoming for
this type of construction. Like with
any other type of construction in the
urban renewal district, nothing isdefinite.
Orono looks at the places in
downtown Bangor where buildings
have been torn down and nothing put
up to replace them. They wonder
how their small town is going to
attract the developers which the city
of Bangor can't.
Petition revives UR
I he first referendum tor approval
of $2.6 million for Urban Renewal
funds was held June 9. 1970. The
turnout of 1,890 voters defeated the
referendum by a 1.087 to 793
'llargin.
Town Manager Paul Devine said
local residents refused to buy Urban
Renewal because they "considered a
no-vote less harmful to the tax
picture in the long run.
"But I feel that they will find in
the long run that they have done
themselves a disservice." he said at
that time.
Ihe Town Council voted to
appropriate $2,500 to the
reorganiied Urban Renewal
Authority. The S2.500 supplemented
a sno() appropriation. URA
NEEDED•• photographers, with darkroom experience,
tut tilts summer and this fall. A photography editor, with pay,
will be chosen from those who apply
Contact: The Maine Campus 106 Lord Hall
Immediate scheduling,
licensed physicians accredited
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BROADWAY
DAIRY QUEEN
Opposde II,oadv<sy Skropp.ng Conte,
BROADWAY, BANGOR
OPEN ALL YEAR
'ROUND
Chairman Charles ( rossland said
$4,000 of the funds was used to
negotiate with Purcell Associates on a
revised urban renewal plan. The
remaining $500 covered clerical and
other costs.
On Sept. 9, 1970, 60 persons
began circulating petitions in an
attempt to have the Department ot
Housing and Urban Development
allocate funds for the downtossn
Orono project.
Of the 2,700 registered voters.
1,100 of them favored
reconsideration by signing the
petitions. Thirteen more signed in
favor of a second referendum than
the number that originally voted to
defeat the 1970 referendum.
"Our action is based on the
assumption that enough voters have
had second thoughts regarding Urban
Renewal to warrant another
referendum. said Mather Parker.
leader of the petition drives. I he
second reit:n:11d Ur» vs ill be held June
Don't
II You
Travel
Agent!
charters available for
Summer 1971, Call
212-697-3054
As a student at this
college. YOU may be
eligible for our low, low
cost fares Flights from
New York to all major
European Cities
Weekly departures
Flights under the auspices
of World Student
Government Organization
Send coupon ... call, write
Or Visa
wsG 0 please send C/a
H Travel bulletnsH Applicat,on for Internatinnal
Student I D
Name
Address
City
Charter & Group
Travel Specialists
60 East 42nd Street
New York 10017
Call (212) 697-3054
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3Prospects getting dimmer
for summer employment
continued from page I
season is six months long, from
mid-April to mid-October. Students
can't begin work until the first ofJune and they leave shortly afterLabor Day.
"We don't want to be stuck withhalf the crew and six weeks left inthe season," she said.
Professional resort workers
employed in Arizona during the
winter along with local people make
up the work-force at the Inn,
according to Mrs. Gilmore.
"The college students we're hiring
are taking care of the lawns and
working in the dishroom," Mrs.Gilmore said.
"We've received hundreds and
hundreds of applications from all
over the country and from England
and several other countries," she said.
And Mrs. Gilmore made one more
point that she thinks is important.
"Students don't seem to realize
that their appearance is important
when they want a job at a resort like
this. You wouldn't want to have
them working for you. except on
lawns or in the dishroom. They justdon't realize this," she said.
Mrs. Norma Mann, reservations
secretary for the Mt. Washington
Hotel at Bretton Woods, NIL, said
that about 200 applicants have
applied for the dozen or so positions
Stroller and Carriage
Combinations
El terms - SI weekly
20 styles to choose from
Penobscot Trading Post
Dorm situation may worsen;
I more sign up for squafters rightsthat students are holding there this
summer.
We have a very long season, from
April to October, and we just can't
take a lot of students," Mrs. Mann
said. "We hire mostly resort workers
who work in Florida during the
winter and some local people."
The dozen or so students,
compared to 300-350 other
employees, will work as busboys,
waiters and waitresses, chambermaids
and lawn keepers for the 250-room
hotel, which caters mainly to
conventions.
George Sharpe, part owner of the
Maravista Holiday Hotel in East
Falmouth, Mass., says that he has
received "about 3540 applicants for
each of the 16 positions," in the
92-room hotel this summer.
Most of the students, Sharpe says,
"come in off the road" rather than
send him a formal application.
The hotel, open May 15 - Sept.
15, employs only chambermaids
because no meals are served there.
Employees arc paid about $2 per
hour for a 35-hour work week.
"We're always mobbed with
people looking for jobs," Sharpe
says. "T his gives us a good
opportunity to choose our
employees."
Sharpe also offered comment
about looking for a job in a crowded
market.
"This is a really popular area((ape Cod I for students to come
during the summer. But anybody can
get a job here. After getting turned
down three of four time. they get
discouraged. But they shouldn't. If
they just look long enough, they can
find 3 rob.''
KEEPSAKE
DIAMONDS
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing
Unirersity of Maine
CLASS RINGS
complete line of fraternity
and sorority charms
38 Main St. Orono
Tel. 866-4032
by Don Perry
The final figures aren't in yet, butfrom all indications, dorm space isgoing to be even more critical nextyear than it was this year, despite thefact that freshman enrollment hasbeen cut by 250.
One of the reasons for this
problem may be that more peoplehave signed up for squatters rightsthis year than last.
William C. Wells. director of
residence and dining halls, said that
upper-classmen may have seen the
problem coming and wanted to be
sure to get a room. He referred to aletter in last week's CAMPUS in
which a student said he wouldn't
support another Bond Issue unless
University priorities are re-evaluated.
837 seniors
not yet placed,
Brockway says
As oi yesterday 213 of the 1.050
seniors registered with the Career
Planning and Placement office had
found jobs, or decided to go on to
graduate school or serve in the
military. At this point. 837 of the1,050 seniors have not been placed.
Planning and Placement Director
Philip J. Brockway said the situationhas improved by double w hat it vs astwo months ago. "1 he situation hasbeen dim tor quite a while," he said,
"but it's improving and I think it will
continue to get better. We've passed
the nadir now. The situation is lessdim than it was before."
A breakdown shows that 124 ofthe 213 seniors now placed are in thejobs category.
Of the 213. 57 are in j echnology,55 in Education, 39 in Life Sciences
and Agriculture, 42 in Arts andSciences and 20 in BusinessAdministration.
/ The Creative Switch
Why has the Mamiya/Sekor DTL become the favorite35mm SLR camera of campus photographers'? Becauseyou're more interested in creative possibilities than
making. The Creative Switch allows you to
.00se between two separate exposure meterystems, and guarantees perfect exposures
. ery time. Why two'? Because front lightediects are measured easiest with an
veraged" meter system. With back and
Hong you need a• spot-
 meter system
read the most important part of the pictureMost fine 35mm SLR cameras have one of
these systems, the M..,amiya/Sekor
DTL has combined both •,vith the
Creative Svvitc
about exposJre .
of the baby or Aunt
interested in tai, • • ;
Rut the mn,t Interet,nq
.4•4.1
Ponder&Best Inc
7IP
students next year, and won't have as
much space available for readmissions
and transfers as they had this year.
Off Campus space is going to be
critical also. Dwight Rideout,
associate dean of student affairs, saidin the April 15 issue of the CAMPUS,that he hoped families from Orono
moving into the new HasbrouckApartments would create extra roomOrono for students. This may bethe only hope.
Hies on available housing in thehousing office list very few
apartments that haven't already beentaken for next fall. The bulletinboard in the Union and the files inthe Senate office are of little help
also.
Well said the attempt to hold the
enrollment figure at the present levelis a complicated thing. Somehow,one way or another, even though thenumber of transfer students acceptedfor next year is down by 325, theschool always winds up with morestudents than the year before.
Summerize
come to uri
Flexible Scheduling
• First 6-week session begins June 14
• First 5-week session begins June 21
• Morning and evening classes — afternoons free
Guaranteed Courses
• Over 200 in each session
• Small, intimate classes
• Reasonable Rates
Relaxed, Informal Atmosphere
• 5 minutes to ocean beaches
• 30 minutes to Newport Music Festivals
• 2 hours to the Cape
For Catalog & Registration forms, write:
Summer Session
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, Rhode Island 02881 Uri
The letter stated: "As and RA 1saw the frustration the incomingfreshmen had in being tripled up.Now that problem will be "solved"by tripling upper-classmen andfreezing enrollment."
It is true that upper-classmen willbe tripled next year, but they are
allowed to do voluntarily-, whereasthe freshmen have no choice. One
student, who will be a junior nextyear, was told by the Housing Officethat his chances of getting a room
next year were fair if he could findtwo other people to go in a room
with him.
Wells said the problem may be
alleviated somewhat by
upper-classmen who fail to return
next year. He said there is no way ofknowing who these people are yet, so
no allowances can be made for the
space they may provide.
Wells said the South Campus may
also be of sonic help. Roger B. Frey
acting director of UNIB, said theSouth Campus is taking in 200 new
•
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The opinions expressed in this paper are not necessarily
those of the University of Maine.
Edward N. Lalleniere
Carolyn A. Howlett
R.N. Jackins
John J. Caro III
Tad Mai)
Christine Danaher
1 he Student nett %paper of the University of Maine at Orono
1-ditor
Business Manager
Managing I. door
Ness s Editor
Advertising Manager
Social Editor
Bills piling up
Being a student is not the life of easedepicted by BANGOR DAILY NEWS editorials
or Republican legislative howls over budget
requests. Somewhere there must be a
conspiracy to ruin the otherwise beautiful
month of May.
This week is one of overdue term papers and
make-up prelims. For some there arepreliminary finals and final preliminaries, to befollowed next week by plain old finals (and for
seniors, final finals).
Meanwhile, the bills are piling up. Bills frombanks, the government, and the University
etched with red ink that refer to semester bills.
Food bills, apartment bills, next year's housingbills ... everything except dollar bills can befound in abundance.
Is relief on the way? You know better.
Summer is supposed to be a time of
relaxation for the student, but chances are that
those fortunate enough to return to this
cSmpus next flI will come back for a few
weeks of rest before they begin to functionproperly again. The scramble for a job over the
next few weeks should cause the demise of the
optimistic outlook some students take on life.
President Nixon's euphemistic metaphor
about the good ship economy coming into dock
once again proved his ineptness at the helm. By
reversing the engines of the economy in orderto avoid catastrophic collision with the dock of
zero inflation and full employment, CaptainRichard has left a considerable gulf between the
ship and shore.
The true capitalist would interject
something here about "sink or swim" but
somehow that remark is not in order from a
grinning fish below with distinct dorsal fin
carving slow circles between ship and dock.
Two things have compounded the student's
economic problems. One, the University has
found that it will not be able to hire students
for summer employment on the campus. More
significant than these 100 or 200 job
opportunities lost is the fact that more and
more tourist-oriented businesses in the state of
saying that they will not hire students for only
three months of a four-and-a-half month tourist
season.
This is patiently absurd. Though the scenic
pleasures of Maine are attracting more visotors
for longer periods, it is obvious that the bulk of
the trade comes during the months school is
out. It seems just as obvious that employers
could hire in some similar proportion. In a
recession, employers hold the upper hand and
with a wealth of desparate applicants on hand,it is not surprising that the oft-maligned student
conies out on the short end.
The only hope is that the University will
show unprecedented sympathy and generosity
next fall toward underfinanced students. With alegislature bent on underfinancing the
University. this is unlikely. However, with 14
times as much being spent on administration as
on student aid, we know where belt-tightening
should take place. Knowing the administration,
we know where it won't.
Captain, oh Captain, we have a sinkingfeeling.
Renewal needed
The town of Orono may get urban renewal:in some parts of the town, at sometime. and at
a substantial risk.
First. Orono voters have to approve the
referendum for a request of federal funds forthe project. They are expected to.
Secondly. the town will have to apply to the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development for the grant. Even if the towngets it, it could take years.
Third. the town will have to decide whatbuildings are to be torn down.
Fourth, the town will have to tear themdown.
This is where phase one of the Orono 1971Urban Renewal request leaves off. There is no
telling where phase two will begin.
After all the buildings are torn down.
something will have to be constructed in theirplace. About SO percent of new construction
must be housing units. And who's to say ifthere is enough interest in businessmen to
rebuild their establishments, or for others to
start new ones?
Nobody seems to know.
This is a risk that Orono voters may be
taking June 2. But, just the same, they should
take it. If there is one thing that businessmen
can he sure of, it is the buying market - of
local residents, and of the 8,000 students on
this campus.
There are really no moderately-priced
restaurants where people can get a steak or
lobster in Orono. Nor are theie any reasonably
priced clothing stores or gift shops with fine
products.
A random sample of students has revealed
that most students buy their clothes in theirhome-town. Most of the others go into Bangor.
Most students say they have S.5-S10 a weekin spending money. Businessmen would do well
to establish in Orono.
We feel the town should approve the
r e fe i endum. Even if no buildings are
constructed for a few years. then the town willlook better as a dirt lot than it does now.
A welcome change
The new policy to send all Lime' sity
correspondence to a student of legal age instead
of to his or her parents is going to make a lot of
students very happy.
Just think! No more having to break our
necks to get home before the mail arrives. Thatis, unless some students have parents with
six-inch noses and a bad habit of opening theirkids' mail.
Good advice on the matter would be toforwarn them that it's next semester's bill. Careto place bets on how long the unopened
envelope remains on the kitchen table?
And besides, the privilege of seeing the
recorded grades first is rightfully that of the
students. Who earned the grades anyway?(Don't some of us wish on several occasions we
could have pushed them off on someone else?)The policy has many advantages as far as
money is concerned. The registrar's office can
now send grades directly to students throughthe campus mail. The eight-cent postage ratesfor each student will be saved. And the best
advantage of all is that parents will have no
reason to call and make a 30 minute inquiry
about our extra curricular activities over thelast lb weeks.
Review section
U.S. Government:
the biggest animal
The Iron Heel
by Jack London
25o pp. New York
Bantam Books S.95
by Chris Danaher
We've already had all the
revolutions, right? the American
Revolution, the Industrial
Revolution, the Atomic Revolution,
the Sexual Revolution ... all that's
left is the final political reversal, to
be led by the Yippies and the
Weathermen and various other
assorted splinter groups of the
Seventies.
It will be the answer to all our
problems, the solution never before
thought of and unprecedented in
history, right? Wrong.
In 1907, Jack London wrote a
book about revolution. He wrote Call
of the Wild, White Fang and other
books about animals and life in the
wild.
London's book, The Iron Heel, is
about the biggest animal of them all
- the American government - - and
life in the wild reaches of the outer
fringe. They had radicals in 1907 too,
we have no copyright on the zeal for
change.
London looked at the capitalist
system and saw its failure. He saw- its
failure to provide a decent standard
of living for a large part of the
population, its failure to guard the
environment from the ravages ofindustry, its failure to protect the
rights of the common man against
the greed of the captains of industry.
London took those failures and
the frustration and tension they
produced and he channeled thoseforces into a socialist revolution.
The story of The Iron Heel is toldfrom the eye of the storm. It is
narrated by a woman married to theleader of the revolution, I- rnesttverhard. In the midst of bloods.
uprisings, she flees to a refuge and
recounts for posterity the story of
the revolt.
After witnessing countless
outrages on the part of thegovernment, she writes: "It is thequiet that makes me restless. It seems
unreal. All the world is quiet, but it is
the quiet before the storm. I strain
my ears and all my senses, for somebetrayal of that impending storm ...
I have been in the thick of life solong that I am oppressed by the
peace and quiet. and I cannot forbearfrom dwelling upon that mad
maelstrom of death and destruction
so soon to burst forth. In my ears are
the cries of the stricken; and I can
see, as I have in the past, all the
marring and mangling of the sweet,beautiful flesh, and the souls torn
with violence from proud bodies and
hurled to God. Thus do we poorhumans attain our ends, striving
through carnage and destruction tobring lasting peace and happiness
upon the earth."
These are her feelings after
witnessing the First Revolt against
The Iron Heel. A series of plots and
conspiracies by the government had
forced the ghetto and slum dwellers
of Chicago into a gory, ghoulish
exaggeration of the riots we have
ourselves seen on the television news.
It is not the disparity and thedifferences that strike the reader, but
the shocking parallels between
Everhard's society and ours. It may
not be, yet, but ... consider the
possibilities.
'The doom of drowning'
Zothique
by Clark Ashton Smith
273 pp. New York
Ballantine Books $.95
by Don Perry
Unlike LA. Poe. who wrote of
putrid ichors. rotting flesh and
strange occurrences in his worlds of
horror, and unlike H.P. Lovecraft and
Arthur Machen who created vivid
underworlds and neatherworlds of
occult and necromancy within and
around our own familiar world; Clark
Ashton Smith had his own unique
%%Md. styk, and strangeness.
Smith has a style so natural andfree-flowing that his descriptions are
often startling. Here, from the
short-story .Vecromancy 10 Moat, one
suddenly encounters zombies freshfrom a death at sea:
"With the paces of sleepwalkers
they approached the firelight, the
seawater dripping heavily from their
raiment and hair, and drooling from
their mouths. Sonic were sorelybruised, and others came stumbling
or dragging with limbs broken by the
rocks on Which the sea had flungthem: and on their faces was the look
of men who has suffered the doom ofdrowning."
Beautiful.
Smith used a concept of fantasyin which a final continent on earth.
The last $5 award for the best
story of the week %sent last week
to Loretta Tress orgy for her story
on the CUP exams.
The Maine CAMPUS is publishedThursdays during the college yearby students of the University ofMaine in Orono. Subscription rate$2.b0 per semester, $4.00 Peryear. Local advertising rate -$2.00 per column inch. Editorialand business offices located at10# Lord Hall, University ofMaine, Orono, Maine 04473.Telephone 12071 58 1 -7631.Represented for nationaladvertising by NationalEducational Advertising Services,a division of Readers Digest Salesand Services, Inc., 360 LexingtonAvenue, New York, New York,10017. Second class postage paidat Orono. Maine. 044 7 3 .
called "Zothique in Inc 1.ery distantfuture is ruled by magic.
Smith's work has had
considerable influence on writers
such as Bradbury, tritz Leiber,
Sturgen, and L. Sprague de Camp.
H.P. Lovecraft even expressed an
admiration for his work.
tor the first time ever, Ballantinehas collected Smith's Zothique
stories together in one superb
volume. It is hoped that now. Smith
will receive the attention from
reader, he deserves.
More reviews on bottom of page 5.
r
FINGLR AWARD - Afellangious facsimile of fecal
fulmination to he presented
weekly to the individual or group
most deserving (in the humble
estimation of this paper) of some
negative notoriety.
This week the dispiriteddactyloid nails that burdensomebugaboo that hurts everybody:
inflation.
Which resulted in a legislative
cut of I .1i million in
appropriations to the universitylast month.
Which will result in an increase
of $70 for board and room nest
year.
And, coupled with a recession,is making it tough not only for
seniors to find jobs after they
graduate next month but alsojuniors, sophomores, freshmen,
transfers, and special students
who are looking for work for the
next 16 weeks.
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Journolism prot, former editorial adviser, talks about CAMPUSby Brooks Hamilton
Professor of Journalism
Vice-President Spiro Agnew is
generally regarded by the academic
community as anti-intectual, yet his
recent criticisms of the press bear
strong resemblance to what the
academic community has been saying
about student newspapers for some
time.
This is a reflection I come to after
nearly 19 years as the editorial
advisor to the Maine CAMPUS.
Having recently relinquished that
post (of my own free will - - although
there are those who will prefer to
hope otherwise) it is time to reflect.
There is little time for it while on thejob. -
Being an advisor, especially if one
has come to it from the
"professional" world of newspaperjournalism, as I did, is definitely a
bed of thorny roses. Or, to use my
own figure of speech, it is a little like
walking in boiling water, in bare feet.
But back to the Vice-President.
Mr. Agnew started out by criticizing
us for our lack of self-criticism, and
of course he is right on, there. And
for us to say that the same charge
could logically be levelled at lawyers,
doctors, engineers, artists and so on,
true as that might be, does not do us
credit.
Of course our whole boiling and
writhing society is in the fix it is in
largely because we have been loathe
to criticize everything about us,
especially when our own personal
vested interests are concerned. The
idea is just as true of educators and
politicians.
But after that, the Vice-President
goes on in speech after speech to
document his criticism, and he makes
it harder and harder to remember his
original, very sound injunction that
we should criticize ourselves and act
upon that criticism.
1 say this because while I
responded favorably to his first plea,
everything following puts me on the
defensive. All his specific criticism is
saturated with the politician's
self-interest, and is, put in more
direct terms, criticizing us for doing
exactly what we are supposed to be
doing.
And he has, to my personal
knowledge in one specific case, been
guilty of using untruth (whether he
knew it or not) to prove a case.
For example, what could be more
self-serving than his criticism of the
CBS documentary. The Selling of the
Pentagon? And isn't this a good
example of what the press (1 use the
word "press" to cover all news
media) is supposed to be doing;
exposing many facets of our society
and its institutions to public view,
where they can be known about and,
if the people want, be changed?
Much of the criticism I have beenhearing from the academic
community during the past 19 yearshas had the same effect on me asAgnew does; I know there are things
we do wrong, and 1 know there arethings the student newspaper does
wrong, but I have seemed to havebeen in the posture of a defensive
champion of all that is bad in the
student press, because the criticism is
so generally for the wrong things.
Or, it is usually for the things the
student paper is trying to do right,
and in many, many cases does do
very well.
I'll be even more pointed. When a
department head harangues a
committee meeting for a half-hour on
the failure of the student newspaper
to get more people out to hisdepartment's musical events (and
much of the criticism is just as
self-serving) I cannot very well go
back and advise my students they
should get in there and pitch and
help the musicians, nor can 1 do
much but sigh and hope for a pair of
well-insulated rubber boots, because
argument doesn't seem to help.
1 can only try to point out that
newspapers do many things wrong,
but it doesn't help journalism
students who are learning a very
demanding and public trade, to try to
teach them the highest ideals of this
"profession," then turn around in a
student newspaper staff session and
tell them to bow to every self-interest
that walks in the door.
I'd like to tell the department
head (and this particular example
while typical is only one of
hundreds) I mentioned that perhaps
he should indulge in some
self-examination. Perhaps if few
people are attending his events, there
is something about the events that
causes this, not the newspaper.
The student newspaper has an
audience here of some 9,500 people
directly connected with the campus
community. Of these, about 8,400
are our students. The paper is
maintained mainly, therefore, to
reach the student audience, and when
we of the older generation judge its
news selection, we have to remember
that it is not being edited for us.
The selection of news is, and has
to be, a student selection, judged on
student interests - - and even here
there is a pitfall, because in any
community today there is such a
diversity of interests that not all can
be served all the time. The newspaper
is limited by very hard financial facts,
like all of them are, and it must use
its available space sparingly, and
select its news to appeal generally to
the largest spectrum of student
interests, just as the Bangor Daily
News must in relation to its
readership.
So a student moratoriuminvolving several thousand is clearly
newsworthy; a Greek weekendinvolving fraternity students in the
absence of some tremendous
catastrophic news would probably
be. although many fewer people areinvolved or interested (and this is one
you'll recognize they missed this
year); the news about a smaller group
the editor might like to get in to
satisfy some readers, but he just
cannot because there are too many
small special interests and there isjust not room.
Even with perfect selection,
therefore, no newspaper can satisfy
each of us all the time, because we
are humanly inclined to think our
own little corner of interest is moreimportant than it really is. If you are
really willing to take on Agnew's pleafor self-criticism, you will come tothe conclusion you are.
The above has not been a full
explanation of what news judgmen-
should be. Our work is not on
marked by black-and-whit
principles. There arc vast areas s ,
gray, and of course many time
events are picked for newsworthinessbecause of their social or political
significance.
In academic community terms,
certainly the recent tendency of
student newspapers to focus on that
amorphous collection of ideas known
as "academic reform," comes from afeeling of student editors that
regardless of how many students are
concerned, this is "significance,"
with a capital letter. This is coming
to be of even more significance now
that other reforms in the personallives of students have been
accomplished.
But I recall so much criticism of
the Maine CAMPUS during the pastfew years over its preoccupation for
some time with things like changes in
parietals and drinking rules. Again,
people fail to remember for whom
the paper was being edited, or the
real significance to students of the
fact they were being treated like
children, but expected to act like
adults.
Before leaving this fascinating
subject (and there shows my
self-interest) I should point out some
facts about our student newspaper
that either are not known, or are
misunderstood.
For example, its financing. Much
has been said about its "subsidy"from the University. The paper is
expected to publish each week of the
school year when there are classes, a
newspaper of general student
interest, and to deliver to each
student a copy, free.
It's not entirely free, really; out
of general University revenues the
sum of $9,000 annually is paid
through the Department of
James Dickey novel is a thriller
Deliverant•e
by James Dickey
236 pp. New York
Dell Publishing Co $1.25
by Don Perry
Deliverance is finally out in
paperback. Now, no one has an
excuse for not reading this
masterpiece of major importance.
I have read this book through
several times, and each time I am
thrilled by the spirit of adventure
that pervades it. Everyone knows the
romance of adventure I speak of. But
Other recommended books
NEW RELEASES • PRACTICE
MANUALS
Earth Tool Kit
prepared by Environmental Action
369 pp. New York
Pocket Books $1.25
"A field manual for Environmental
Action prepared by organizers of
Earth Day." A permanent reference
source for information needed by
every ecological activist.
The Organi:er's Manual
by the O.M. Collective
366 pp. New York
Bantam Books $1.25
"Practical suggestions for:
small-group and grass-roots
organizing; political self-education;
mass education and communication.;
alternate community services; mass
actions; legal and medical
self-defense."
Outlines imaginative and common
sense ideas for a society that seems to
have lost these things.
Tie and Dye. Asa
Present Day Craft
by Anne Maile
181 pp. New York
Ballantine Books $2.95
A detailed, expert, easy-to-follow
handbook with numerous drawings
and beautiful color plates.
too few of us are unhampered by
modern civilization to follow it.
Adventure has another purpose.
Dickey believes that each man
should put himself to the test once in
a while. After all, we are animals too.
Perhaps we have life too easy. Then
we lose sight of the creature skills
that enabled us to come down from
the tree and survive on the ground in
the first place.
Dicke k-alls it "sliding."
"Sliding is living anti-friction. Or,
no, sliding is living by anti-friction. It
is finding a modest thing you can do
and then greasing that thing. On both
sides. It is grooving with comfort
It isn't a good thing to lose Oh
skills of basic human survival.
"I just believe that the wholc
thing is going to be reduced to 01,
human body, once and for all. I n-
to be ready. The human race thing I
think the machines are going to fail
The political systems are going to
fail, and a few men are going to take
to the hills and start over—
t haven't heard it mentioned
before, but I believe Deliverance 
ranks higher th:in lord of the Flies in
detailing not merely human
complexities and the extremities ot
fear and danger. hut in outlining just
what man, the animal is really made
of.
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Journalism's budget to the newspaperfor this service. This comes to a
subscription price of a little over onedollar a student. The newspaper is
used as a prime and practicallaboratory (after all, where else could
a journalism student better learn tohandle self-serving special interests?)by the academic department ofjournalism, and in the departmentthe money is labelled as a laboratory
expense.
Either way you look at it, it isinexpensive; there is no other
practical way to provide a laboratory(and any other would not be as
good), nor any other cheaper
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advertising
revenue, and is sold by the students
involved. There is more learning to
the activity than meets the eye at
first glance.
I. or example, when a recent
editor had a good story about Orono
housing conditions for off-campus
students, he rated it high in student
interst and significance. He also had
to decide whether to print it, and
lose a great deal of advertising
revenue from one landlord, who
threatened to stop advertising if the
story ran.
The editor and business manager
made some economies and ran the
story The advertiser stopped
advertising. Where do you find higherjournalistic principles?
Next fall, let us do your letter
-writing for you.
A subscription from the Maine CAMPUS
is the best way to inform your parents about
what is going on around campus.
Subscription rate: $2.50 per semester, 54.00 per year.
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PLEASE CHECK  • One year One semester
Johnny's Pizza
courteous service
open 7 days and nib.%
827-3848
North Main St. Old rust 11
ABORTION
can be less costly than you may
think, and pregnancies of up to
12 weeks can be terminated for
$175.00
including doctors fees, labora-
tory tests, all medication &
referral fee. Hospital and Hos-
pital affiliated clinics only. Safe,
Confidential, Immediate.
call
(212) 838-0710
24 hours — 7 days
Woman's Aid & Guidance Group
40 E. 54th St., N.Y., N.Y. 10022
DAILY PICK-UP
SERVICE
H ILLSON
CLEANERS
************
18 MILL STREET
ORONO MAINE
TELEPHONE 866 3647
THIBODEAU'S VIP
BARBER SHOP
Speciali:ing in
HAIR COLORING
HAIRPIECES
STYLING
RAZOR CUTTING
RETOUCHING
Come down to
35 North Main St.
OLD TOWN
Hr tallN27-5531
Everything for the Bride'
Bridal consultant
always on hand
FAIRMOUNT
FABRICS
/(l" discount with ID good
ALL YEAR.
Mon thru Sat
9:30 am - 5:00 pm
25 I ranklin St. Bangor
LONDON
IN I ANDOR
Old English Pub and Chop House
41,+•••
427 Main Street . Bangor (2117) 942 - 1 94 5 LON DUN
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Registrar says fewer students
will be dosed out of courses in fall
UMO Registrar George Crosby
expects that fewer students will be
disappointed next fall as far as course
requests are concerned than were this
semester.
Although the registrar's office will
not know until the beginning of
August how many requests won't be
filled, Crosby said, there are two
major reasons for his optimistic
outlook.
First, because the registrar's office
sent out pre-registration material
early this spring, there has been time
to inform academic departments as
to how many students signed up for a
particular course or course section.
This has given the departments a
chance to arrange their courses so as
to accommodate as many of the
students as they want.
"Many of the departments have
gone all out to accommodate as
many students as possible," Crosby
said. There arc others, however,
i.B.J. s former press secretary
to speak at commencement June3
by Rachel Davenport
Bill Moyers, former press
secretary under President Lyndon B.
Johnson. will be the main speaker at
graduation exercises June 3. Moyers
is now a freelance author and editor.
Graduation will be held on the
athletic field starting at ii a.m.
our honorary degrees will be
gisen that day to: Roger Howell. Jr.,
president of Bowdoin College.
Doctor of Humane Letters;
Marston Morse, mathematician !tom
Princeton. N.J., Doctor of Science:
Dr. Karl Sas. Botanist from Media.
Pa.. Doctor of Science; and Dean
Mark Shibles. retiring dean of the
UMO College of I ducation. Doctor
of Pedagogy .
June 2 is Senior Class Day . Mori
Sabi. a political satirist. will speak at
2 p.m. in front of the library on the
Mall.
—The Senior Bash" will take place
June I. from 6 pm. until midnight.
The tickets are SI for seniors and
$6.50 for guests. I. ach senior will be
allowed one guest.
'file "bash" will be held on the
athletic fiekls. Steak, lobster, and
clams will be served from 6 to p.m..
with a choice ot red of IA bite VA Me 01
beer. I ntertamment will be pros ided
by Nona Cocone and the I ail) Irain.
Film Festival Monday
A I...N10 student film festival will
be held Monday at 7:30 p.m. in 100
orestn.
to be shoss n ere created in
the special seminar "Introduction to
l• ilmmaking." conducted for the past
tsk o semesters by the art department.
which have made no attempt at all,
he added.
Secondly., it IS easier to hire an
instructor osier the summer than it is
in the middle of thc year. That's one
of the reasons why about 3,000
requests couldn't be filled this past
semester, Crosby said.
If a department finds there are 50
percent more requests for a particular
course than anticipated, then that
department might be able to better
accommodate these requests by
hiring an extra instructor.
It is not definite, however, how
much money will be available for the
hiring of new instructors. Crosby
said.
All scheduling is done by hand,
not by computer. If there is not
enough room for all students signed
up for a course, then seniors get first
preference.
Planning officer Irwin Douglass
has done a study on the number of
next year's freshmen expected to sign
up for different courses, using past
patterns. There will be few transfers
and readmissions next fall.
[he new Time Schedule should be
available at the beginning of nest
week.
Students should receive
registration material in the middle of
August.
Crosby said there Kill be no
change in he add-drop procedures
nest fall. Students will still be able to
add and drop a course or a course
section with the advisor's approval,
and of course, providing there is
space.
1
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With the P-7' Automatic
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CLEANS • Self-Cleaning ovenmakes cooking a pleasure
O Automatic oven timer,
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M E'S LARGEST
JEWELERS AND APPIIANCE STORES
22 NORTH MAIN STREET OLD TOWN
AT DAY'S IT'S THE SERVICE AFTER THAT COUNTS
No money available for
salary raises, McNeil says
At a press conference yesterday
morning, Chancellor Donald R.
McNeil said there is no money for
increases in salaries for faculty and
classified personnel employed by the
University.
McNeil said the Part One budget
signed by the Governor List week
contained $4.2 million more than the
current budget.
The University asked for $61.9
million from the legislature for the
biennium beginning July I, but $53.8
was appropriated.
McNeil told newsmen that
inflation and fixed costs have already
eaten up more than the increase of
$4.2 million.
When asked if he thought there
was any hope of more money being
appropriated for the Part One
budget, Robersen said there was a
ground-swell of pressure building for
an increase in enrollment. He said
there is always hope.
At his press conference in
Portland, McNeil said that unless the
Part Two budget for the University
contains more funds, there will be an
enrollment free7e throughout the
biennium.
Part Two of the budget is the
only part that has not already been
definitely taken care of yet by the
state legislature.
'Bicycle Weekend' begins Saturday
by Rachel Davenport
May 22-23 has been proclaimed
Bicycle Weekend in the Bangor area
by the Bangor Recreation
Department. As part of the
celebration, bicycle races will be held
on the. UMO campus and on the
roads to Old .town and Orono,
between noon and 3 p.m.
The number of classes and short
sprints will depend upon the number
of entrants. Roy Krantz. the
organizer of the races, said there will
be at least three classes: one for one-
and two-speed bicycles, one for
three-speed, and one for ten-speed.
I he course for the sprints s'. ill
start in front of Hart Hall, up the
Mall. around the Library and back
around the Mall twice. The racers will
LINOLEUMS
I2x12-12x15-12x18
6x9 -71/2)(9 - 9x12
EZ terms 827-2484
Economy Furniture
Old Town
be released six at a time every
minute.
The course for the long race will
;tart in front of Hart, around the
Library, out through the Gym
parking lot, up College Avenue to
Stillwater Avenue to Old Town.
Jown Center Street through
Jountown Old Town. down Park
Street to Orono into the back
entrance of the University, by the
Union. and finishing in front of Little
Hall.
The entrance fee for the sprints
will be 50 cents and 51.25 for the
long race. the proceed% will go to
abenaki experimental college.
The prizes will be mostly "fun"
prizes like watermelons and frisbees.
he owner of Bikeland, Leon
Woodbury, has donated a $10 gift
certificate at his store for the grand
prize for the long race.
On Sunday, May 23. there will be
a Bike-1n held at the Kenduskeag
Plaza in Bangor. This will be
sponsored by the Bangor Recreation
Department to promote bicycling as
a sport and to make motorists more
aware of the number of cyclists in
Ms area.
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
A.A.A.
Radiator Flush
Anti-Freeze
BILL GAVETT PROP
866 2311
CHALET
Tune-Ups
BILL GAVETT PROP.
866-2538
Attes0
5A1 citiV
RESTAURANT
FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
'To add to _your dining pleasure we m,w (offer
your favorite beverage.'
STATE STREET, VEAZIE TEL. 945-6500
LIFE INSURANCE IS GOOD PROPERTY'',
CIA L
STLINF'LANS
NCW
AVA!LABLE
Art Coll.er - UMO representative
12 years continuous service to faculty and students
National Life
of Vermont
96 Harlow St., Bangor , Maine 942 5472 942 7331
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Do you know the names of all campus buildings?
What have you learned alter ayear at UMO (or two, or three orfour)?
Do you even know your way
around campus yet?
All right then, where is the
"Stock judging pavilion?" Perhapsyou are more familiar with
"Experiment Station Poultry Plant"
or even "Holmes hail?"
Most students are familiar with
the blue, yellow, pink, and green mapfolded inside catalogues andhandbooks, and freshmen probably
remember using it to distinguishbetween Bennett, Barrows, and
Boardman Halls during that first
hectic week of classes.
The map is quite useful to
students who remain on the beaten
track around the mall. But for those
whose interests stray from the library
steps to buildings on the perimeter,
the key provides some ups anddowns. There are 123 buildings
shown on the map, yet only 100listed in the key. Some are listed
simply under "cabins" or "farmbuildings" but some, such as number
"15" are not listed at all.
The key to UMO
Much as there are buildings drawnbut not listed in the key, there arebuildings listed in the key that are
not drawn. Try to find the
"Botanical Plantation" sometime.(Method: Find number 13 on
map. Find field behind
fraternity row where a "13" is
inscribed on the map. Walk
through said field. Find a
building in said field.)
While you are out hiking, you
might as well drop by the Inland
Fisheries and Game Storage Building.
Once there, look in the direction of
the rising sun (toward the football
field) and discover the building in
front of you (number 34). Now nameit, claim it, put a flag on top, and
report it to the map-makingdepartment of PI('S so they can enter
it in their key.
Building number 64 in the key is
known as "residences." Its location is
not given by the usual K-13 t pe
London $9990
EACH li%Ar
NO TIME LIMIT
DEPARTURE AND RETURN.
DATES TO FIT
YOUR SCHEDULE
$198.00
MONTH OF MAY ROUND TRIP
$239.00
SUMMER MONTHS ROUND TRIP
No additional membership charge
includes international
student identity cards
COLLECT PHONE
RESERVATIONS ACCEPTE
(212) 751-2258
AFFINITY AIR
INTERNATION LTD.
Suite 604 11 East 47 Street
New York, N.Y. 10017
Y
code. 1 he reason, of course, is thatbuilding "64" is at least fivebuildings, mostly along CollegeAvenue. This raises the number ofdrawn but unknown buildings to 27.
There are a number of buildingsthat students walk by every day on`the interior parts of the campus thatgo by somewhat unnoticed. Without
cheating, try to picture the buildingbetween Barrows and Boardman.
What building is south of the
observatory, east of the StockJudging Pavilion, west of theAgricultural Engineering Building and
north of Hitchner Hall? That one is
easy, of course: Rogers Hall.
Which building is due south ofForestry, due north of the PoultryPlant, and due west of theEntomology Building? That's right,the Federal Agencies Building.
For the benefit of those that are
zero for two, we'll be specific on this
one. Which building is 552 feet
northeast of a "residences," 220 feet
north of Beta Theta Pi, and 750
south of the Inland Fisheries andGame Storage Building? (Hint forthe hopeless cases, it's next to theAlumni ('enter.) Answer: Sigma Nu.
Trivia section
Which building is the oldest on
campus? Which building was put upby the Bureau of Communityfacilities of the Federal WorksAgency? Which building contains theHome Economics office? In whichbuilding do the departments of
VINER'S
Fast Guaranteed
-- REPAIR —
SERVICE:
• Radios
• Television
• Tape
6 Recorders
• Record
Players
• Amplifiers
• Band
Instruments t1,
• Piano Tuning
Tel.
1
 9 4 5 - 9 4 9 4
VINER
MUSIC COMPANY
Agronomy and Horticulture reside?
I inally, which building would you go
to if you wanted to find someoneinterested in Sanitary Engineering?
Answers: Fernald, East Alines,
Merrill, Deering and Boardman.
Which building is south of
Murray, north of Holmes, east of the
gym, but west of Kilos? All together
now, class. "The 'storage building'."(Number 66.)
(Don't worry, this paper is scaled
generously.)
Which building is south of the
Machine Tool Laboratory, north of
North Stevens, east of WestCommons and west of EastCommons? (('rosby Laboratory.)
It is, no doubt, not critical if youhave never been to the Poultry Plant.It's just too bad we can't go on to the
more advanced questions at this time.On next year's final exam though, beprepared to answer how many treesthere are around the mall (36) orhow many steps there are in front ofthe library, (12 including the curb).
As Sherlock Holmes once said toWatson, "You see, but you don'tperceive."
Police blotter: Security has 8 bikes
To those of you still missingbikes, check the security police
office. At last count there were eight
unclaimed bikes sitting out behind
the building. If you've lost something
that doesn't turn up at the security
office, try the news counter in the
Union. Lost items are brought therefrom all over campus.
Sgt. Thibodeau said that this time
of the year many kids take bikes justfor short joy rides, then dump them.
After they get left, they often lie
around till a student notifies the
police, or the patrolmen pick them
up.
Last week there was a color t.v.
and a vacuum cleaner stolen fromdorms on campus. This week it was
ABORTION
LET US HELP YOU
Call us now (collect) and
one of our dedicated stall
will answer your questions
about placement in Clinics
and accredited Hospitalsin New York City.
LOW COST
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
AVAILABLE 7 DAYS A WEEK
CALL ANYTIME (collect)
(212) 371-6670
or
(212) 759-6810
WOMEN'S
PAVILION
INC.
515 MADISON AVENUE N V.
10022
VS/ IV S
launcry end cry cleaning
51 Washington St. Bangor
Shirts satisfaction guaranteed
Pick up and deliver
7 am 9 pm
7 days a week
-T el. 945-3448
SUITS DRESSES
GOOD WAY TO SAVE MONEY
Classified
Car For Sale
I 960 Chevrolet Caprice,
automatic trans., tape deck,
excellent condition, no rust.
Phone 866-3601 or 866-3649.
Ask for George Foss her.
Summer Europe
Boeing 707 *$199*
CM() marching band kxiking for
drum major for fall 1971. Contact
Gregg Magnuson at 220 Lord
Hall. phone 581-7981.
June II -Sept. 4 NY/LON R/T WISH TO BUY1964 Porsche - 356C June 25 - Aug. 28 NY/ION R/T
June 19 - Aug 27 BOS/LON R/T Small, low pnced mobile home.
Call Sandy 827-2484Immaculate, many extras, best Student & facultyoffer. Call 8664887. Pnce based on 40 seats
("all 581-7637 Rent needed July 18 - August
Claudia Charette 31 for family of four. Prof.%len of all trades to North Slope 14-7-101 Arthur Johnson, History11aska ... this classified ad which
has appeared since April 12. De p a rtmen t. SUCP, Potsdam,N.Y.IT IS A HOAX
Please disregard
100 feet of fire hose from SouthCampus, two paintings from Foglerlibrary, a flute, eight bikes, an orangeHonda, and a tape deck, none of
which have been recovered.
Tape cartridges and players areparticularly hard to trace because sofew people think to write down the
serial numbers.
The stolen paintings, "Afternoonin November," and "Birches andPines," were reported missingyesterday from the library, are valued
at $15 a piece. The obvious question
of how someone could just walk out
of the library with two paintings
remains a mystery since the thief has
not come forward and the paintingshave not been found.
19 juniors named
to Senior Skull
honor society
Nineteen junior men have been
selected for membership in the
Senior Skull Society, the highest
non-scholastic honor group at UMO.
Paul R. Adamus, Kearny, N.J.;
Peter N. Barney., Millinocket; Charles
J. Carter Jr., Greenville Junction; J.
Philip Cayford, Steubenville, Ohio;
Richard E. Darling, Auburn; Frank P.
Davis, East Millinocket; Donald B.
Dudley, Augusta; Dale I. Gerry,
Orono.
Thomas P. Guter, Union, N.J.;
Thomas J. Harris, River Edge, N.J.;
James R. Ilynson, Silver Spring, Md.;
Henry A. James, Milton, Vt.; Joseph
E. LeVasseur, Burlington, Mass.;
James D. McLean, Scarsdale, N.Y.;
William F. McPhee III, Auburn;
James D. Mullen. Waterville; James P.
Norris, Dixfield; Christopher S.
Thompson, Wayland, Mass.; Dale A.
Tudor, Brewer.
The Senior Skull Society wasfounded at UMO in1906 to deal with
campus problems involving inter-class
relations, to foster fraternity
cooperation and to serve the
university community. Currently, thegroup publishes the freshmandirectory and, with the All MaineWomen, sponsors homecoming
activities. In addition, the Skullsfinance an annual scholarship andloan fund.
C •
This new car is the best reason
not to buy a Volkswagen Beetle.
In a year when every car maker seems to begiving you one reason or another not to buy aVolkswagen Beetle, it might be a good idea tolisten to the best reason:
Volkswagen's Super Beetle.
It has almost twice the luggage space as theBeetle of yesteryear.
It has a longer-lasting, more powerful engine.It has a new suspension system for a smootherride.
It has a flow-through ventilation system to bringin fresh air when the windows are closed.
The interior is, to be honest, much nicer.
The floor, for example, is fully carpeted.In all, it has 89 things you could never find on CIBeetle.
So of all the claims you'll hear this year by carmakers thqt their cars are "better than a Beetle,"there's only one car maker with 25 years experi-ence in small cars to bock it up.
Volkswagen.
PINE STATE VOLKSWAGEN
307 HOGAN ROAD BANGOR
TEL. 947-0121
the maine campus may 20, 1971
Tracksters
The L.Mti uutcloor track teani, led
by junior Maurice Ghnton, has
finished it, dual meet season
undefeated.
(Anton, from Nassau in the
Bahamas, paced the Bears with 603/4
points throughout the five-meet
season. He consistently won the
tripkjump and the long jump. He
also added extra points in the 100
and 200-yard dashes and as a runner
on the relay team. He pushed this
school's triple-jump mark to 46 feet,
103/4
 inches, in a meet against the
University of New Hampshire.
Other record-setters were Tim
Johnson and Carl Warner. Johnson. a
Improve Graor 
• •Ti.. same Armour, k • • • -
USE STUDY SOUNDSincr... You, Concentrabon And ImproveYour Comprehenvon Study At A Taster Rat.
ELECTRONICALLY PRODUCED SOUNDS
CAUSE THIS TO HAPPEN
Please Specify8 Track Tape, Cassett•. Or LP RecordSend Check or Money Order — $9.95 LackInclude 75c Handkng and PostageSound Concepts Mc. — Ru, 3052Cha'Jonesville, Va. 27902
Steaks
Roast Beef
Maine Lobster
Cocktail Lounge
Three Banquet Rooms
Pilot s•
BANG014
si ROLFTE
Talif NERMON F., If
OFF MITE ,ST•TE
have won ail dual meets
junior 110111 Gardiner, upped the pole
vault mark to 13 feet. 1 P.'2 inches in
the MIAA meet. Warner, a
sophomore from Allendale. N.J., set
a new UMO record of 15:13.7 in the
three-mile run, also at the MIAA
meet.
Other top point winners for the
Bears were junior John LeShane of
Portland, who accumulated 24 points
in the javelin throw and the high
jump; captain Jim Good of last
Sebago I the only senior arming the
top point-getters), a 440 runner and a
member of the relay team with 19
points; Graydon Stevens, a freshman
from Albion who gained 18 points in
the 880; and Bill Hamlin of
Merrimac, Mass., who got 16 points
participating in the discus and the
long jump.
The Bears defeated Colby, New
Hampshire. and Vermont in the
spring season and finished second to
Colby. in the MI NA Championship
meet.
IBear nine loses two against Konn I
The baseball Bears were clobbered
with two losses over the weekend in
three games they played here against
UConn.
Maine won the first game
Saturday 2-1, and ()Conn took the
nightcap, 10-6. The Bears were shut
out 1 riday, 4-0.
Mike Jones pitched a sparkling
two-hitter in the first game arid
struck out seven Huskies in leading
Maine to the 2-1 win.
U MO defeated UConn's ace
hurler, Brian Ilerosian. who entered
the game as the nation's top
collegiate pitcher with a 5-0 record
and a 0.19 earned run average.
But the Bears scored in the first
inning as Dennis Libbey and Alan
Livingston singled. A run scored as
Dana Corey flied out.
In the seventh inning. Doug Lent/
and freshman Pete Hill singled and
Jones laid down a bunt. Iferosian
threw w iId to first base and Lent/
scored the winning run.
But the Huskies tired back in the
SAFE - LEGAL
ABORTIONS
If you have the need and desire
to terminate a pregnancy, at
the lowest possible cost, or if
you just want to talk to
someone.
Call (212) 592-8335
24 hours a day/ confidential
AID Referral Service
62-41 Yellowstone Boulevard
I °rest Hills. N.Y. I I 175
MR PAPERBACK
BANGOR IXAVNTOWN AIRPORT "
EL LSW()RTI I 1)OWNTOWNi
LARGEST SELECTION IN NORTHERN
NEW ENGLAND
METRO GOLOWett MAYER MUSTS •
A JACK 5941610 PAODUCtiON
PAETROCOLOR PANAVISIO%
Starts Wed. 19th 7 pm
DOUB-
LEFEA
TURE
kionlade
GlIFerass
Starts Wed. 19th 9 pm o
second game. At the end of the
fourth inning, the Bears were trailing
8-0. They never mustered enough
strength to win.
The Huskies banged out 12 hits to
bring their record in the Yankee
Conference to 10-2.
Conference leader UMass is 11-2.
The Redmen will meet UConn
Wednesday in a doubleheader at
Storrs.
Maine is now 13-10 for the season
and 5-7 in Yankee Conference
competition.
UMO has four games left to play
Sports Calendar
May 21
Varsity baseball at Vermont. 1
p.m.
May 22
Varsity baseball at Vermont, I 1
a.m.
Varsity track at Bowdoin College,
New l'nglund Track Championship. 9
a.m.
[Golfers win state series
The CINIO gull team on the its last 14 matches.
State Series golf championship at the Tim Jensen scored a 69. Dick
Waterville Country Club last week by Blake, Bob Paquet, and Bill McPhee
defeating all three rivals in the last of each had 75. Captain of the team,
four matches. Don Morse, scored a 76; and Dick
UMO finished with 82 points to Pohle and Bob Hamilton each scored
64 1/2 for Bowdoin, 43 for Bates and a 79.
26 ½ for Colby. The championship team is
UMO posted a 16-3-1 record for coached by former Maine basketball
the season in dual matches and %1 on ace .foin "Skip" Chappelle.
Frosh baseball team loses twice
Alter the UMO freshmen baseball In the third, fourth and fifth
team squeaked by Bangor High innings, Bridgton scored a total of 12
School Friday, 7-6, to stretch its runs to ice a 16-6 verdict. ('asteroine
unbeaten string to nine games, they led Bridgton with four singles and
lost twice Saturday to Bridgton Nickerson countered with a triple
Academy, 16-6 and 12-3. and two singles.
Tennis team
defeated again
1 he 1510 tennis team ss as handed
its third straight defeat in State Series
play Friday afternoon at the hands of
the Polar Bears of Bowdoin.
The summary is as follows: Jim
Sutherland (M) defeated Paulson,
6-2. 2-6, 7-5; Greg England (MI
defeated Good 6-2, 7-5; Carroll tB1
over Warren Shay, 6-2, 6-4; Brown
(13) over Brian Brisson, 6-1. 6-2:
Rayburn (B) over Richard Burke,
6-0, 6-4; Sexton (13) over Dave
Peterman, 7-5,6-I.
In the doubles competition.
Paulson and Carroll (11) defeated
Shay and Sutherland, 6-3, 6-3,
England and Peterman (M) defeated
Good and Brown, 6-3, 3-6, 6-3; and
Rayburn and Sexton defeated Burke
and Bisson, 64.6-I.
The UMO frosh were also
defeated by Bowdoin 5-4.
8 
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVERY KIND PRINTED,
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAPERBACK. ALWAYS A
LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURNITURE AT LOW,
LOW PRICES. HUNDREDS OF ANTIQUES FOR THAT MEAN-
INGFUL GIFT.
Largest Shop in Maine --
End of Toil Bridge Brewer, Maine
Open 9-9 Tel. 942-8563
GOD'S MESSENGER FOR TODAY
Bahaiu'llah is the latest in the succession of Divine
Messengers sent by God since the beginning of
man's existence He is the Promised One
of all religions. His coming ushers in the Age of
Futfillment mentioned in all the prophecies
of the past Baha'u'llah brings God's Plan
for world peace, world justice and world unity.
FOR INFORMATION Public Meetings: Friday 8:00 P.M.
fQI:it. it.K ORONO BAHAI CENTER
0 t Oil 10 Main St 866 2516
John Hackett led the UM()
freshmen with a single and a double.
In the nightcap. Barry Hopping
clouted a three-run homer for the
Bear Cubs but it wasn't enough for
them. Bridgton scored three runs in
the first two innings to snag the 12-3
win. The losses dropped the Cubs'
record to 9-2.
The Cubs have four games left.
JET TO
EUROPE & ISRAEL
Inexpensive flights
throughout the year
Lowest Fares, choice of
1 way or round trip
STUDENT HOLIDAYS
40 EAST 54th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022
212/832-6844
LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous l' S. Women Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow off season
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members go on the "Ski Team" diet
to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days!
The basis of the diet is chemit al food
action and was devised by a famous
Colorado physician especially for the
U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important!) while
reducing. You keep "full" - no
starvation because the diet is de-
signed that way! It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work,
travel or stay at home.
This is, honestly, a fantastically
successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be per-
mitted to use it! Right? So, give
yourself the same break the U.S. Ski
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific,
proven way. Even if you've tried all
the other diets, you owe it to your-
self to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is. if you really do
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks.
Order today. Tear this out as a
reminder.
Send only $1.00 ($1.25 for Rush
Service) - cash is O.K. to Ski
Team Diet. P.O. Box 15493, Dept.
ST. San Diego, Calif. 92115
Don't order unless you expect to lose
20 pounds in two weeks! Because
that's what the Ski Team Diet will do!
THE GOVERNOR WISHES YOU GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR EXAMS
and THANKS YOU FOR YOUR PATRONAGE OF THIS LAST YEAR.
TRY OUR:
• Veit. Tend-R-Fried (lilac,' with natural juices
and flavor cooked right in.
•Chicken Basket with Cranberry Sauce, Role and Butter,
French Fries and Cole Skits- 99 t
•Juinbo-Burger Basket
French Fries Cole Skits.' 70
GOVERNOR'S DRIVE IN STILLWATER AVE.
Old Town, Tel. 827-4277
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UM employees' pay raise killed;
workers planning their attack
Chances for the elassitied
loyees of the University getting a
i;iise are decreasing rapidly, and
the local union may not wait for the
titi,i1 a se to fall before they act.
uiversit y of Maine Public
: , imation Director William
1<,•:•1:sen says that the final decision
as to whether the university can
afford to give the employees a raise
from part I budget allotment of S. 2.I
million will be made -about the
middle of July.-
I lowever, Local 1824 of the
lassitied CM ployecs union is melting
at 4:311 today with a group of
inteiested and concerned people
limited in the North Bangor room of
the Memorial Union .or Ilauct
1 aditorium if the smaller room
ovcrtlows.
Union President I rank St. Louis
indicated that talk of -strike-
 
was
more prevalent outside the union than
inside. hut said that he did not know
the union's feeling on the matter. St.
ouis stressed that the decision of
the mend l is of the union A OUld
dictate his actions as president. but
he did reveal what he plans to tell the
union.
St. Louis said he thinks that one
of the iniustices that the classified
employees have endured in the past
two years is that the University has
set up an ewensive chancellors
office mechanism that has "failed to
show me. as a [away er, that its
worth the investment.
'I he union president plans to urge
to the union to adopt the teehmq Lie
enlplo‘ed by I. Ilswo rib's Scott 1 amd
who gained over 311.1100 signatures to
place in referendum a measure that
would delete the stale income las
front the hooks.
St. Louis wants to delete the
chancellor's office.
The Chaneellor's Public
Intbrmation Director Roberwn could
not esplam c hy the state classified
employees had received an 11
percent raise (they are already 8.2
percent better paid than the
Education building named for Mark Shibles
I he I d lit h I
last Sat lIrdi0 (II
\lark R. Stables, xy no is retiring this
month ;is dean ot the ( ollege ti
I dlICati011.
Shlhlis has heel' dean. it r lie
,:0111ei!C tor 24 ears. I Ic yy II
Undertake 1,2,1C11 1 111) ;if
ist field Stale College, in 11 ecitield.
\Liss. in the fall.
I he dedication of Mark R. Shibles
Ilan came during the 95th Alumni
1:cani0n weekend
Aecepti, said.
"No Man 1, re, .1 many
ll 1111115 in so short a time." adding
that he had been receiving awards
and honors for °y e( a week.
I he dedication. he said. is
soul, of abiding honor."
Ile empliastied that he thought it
right IlLit the second line on the
outside of the building continue to
sas ollege of 1 ducation." after his
III lie'.
Iris is the rinhtful name giving
Retiring dean advocates
abolition of freshman year
1 he College of 1 ducation should
in reform measure's \dila Would
enable NI Udell Is to complete
uncle rg radu a le programs in three
ears, retiring I ducation Dean Mark
R. Shibles told alumni gathered for
the annual Re \.‘ eekend
banquet last Saturday .
"I lie wining of an increasingly
per,epti%e. esceedingly able
academic group of students prompts
Jiange. Much of the current work of
the f reshman year is or can be
adequately attained by students in
the high school of today,-
 
Shibles
said.
- 1 he quality of pieparation of
high school y oath in today 's better
sClli 101s Is .0 .111 .,11-time high. In
\lame. the coming of the school
adininistiatice districts creating the
larger high schools vvith its attendant
sets Ices 11,111 made an indisputable
iiiipioc e me ill ill (MAIM of \ 111th
entefing college.
"‘‘ till ,.,11C1111 (Well 1.1 11(111 to
II I'c'.111,1 a I C1111 r)111d,111, Ill
ould acquit c all 111111cigiath1ate
etlik alum as C \ II 11111 Moire so
1 11,111 111C II 11110..111ml,
 
5% hi) are now
III 1. 11111,15,'
—lhis bold, new movc• would be a
challenge to the college, to the high
school. to the profession. and to the
student. It could fe.ult in a saving of
I ime. money and other resources. It
could enable the student to move
into advanced graduate work earlier
and make his es tended educational
contribution felt that much sooner.
• ' I his idea would stimm,
reform in undergraduate educatio .
now under',', as in the College I I
Education. I he idea would further
liberaliie its as enues to liberal
education, broaden its base for
academic fields of concentration, and
recast its protesstonal work. It could
set the pa c' tor other dramatic
reforms in 1;111%cl-sits education.
"Higher education in the 70%.
must redefine its goals. reconstru,!
its curriculum, and remodel ii
insane Initial program. It must not
undertake to serve all of the needs of
all
ShIbles A as 1,01 11 Ill Is 110s, \Lillie,
and Clint Med III the Itellas I schools.
Ilc iec.eic col his It. 
-\. Flom oibc
ollege in 1929. his \LI d. from
Ili shut I iii', ci sits in 1935. III
1.11.1). I nun 1 uhiii, in 1954. and 111
S,.11). in I du. ation twin Boston
ni% Ci sit% Ill fits
Credit to the people cy Ito has Madi master's and doctoialthis college: the ones Alto support
education and labor so hard for it.
Shibles said.
S hi dile, began his career in
education as a history teacher and%ice principal in a Middleboro. Mass,,iumor high school. Later he se r‘• ell as
a principal in Maitapoisett. Mass.
In 1936, he and his wife. the
former Alice Banks of Belfast, moved
to Belmont A here he sened as
Principal, assistant superintendent
and superintendent of schools until
1947.
In 1947. Shibles c% as named dean
of the School of 1 chi II lull,
ducation was made a separate
college at l'\10 111 958.
Since 1947, the cub .1111111
has gross n from sis to 42,
Li ndergraduate enrollment from 115
to 1,635: and graduate enrollmeni.from sis to nearly 1.000. A two-year
program for upperclassmen became a
n a t [(malls accredited t'our' s ear
program. rite College now has several
I I.! ',III I
Sis persons spoke to a gathering
of about 200 people Saturday in
front of Shades Hall during
dedication ceremonies.
Vu arren G. Dill, chancellor for
higher education tor the state of
(•onneeticut and former \Lone
Commissioner of I diliat1011, \‘as the
hes note speAer.
tither. %% ere: Protessor (“:orte 1.
1).1% is. see' inn s I lisleot
ceremonies: l'resident 11 Intl:lop (
I ibbs ermeth 1 . Vu 00,11)IIrs .
president ot the l•eneral
Association
Pi otesso r Robert \
Supple, ss ho spoke for the faculty :
and I ass renee \I. Cutler. Lila 11111all tnt
the t imersits of Mame Board of
I rlistees. A 110 OITILiall . 1'
Shibles
'ert. olle iii tht• 111311 \
U niversity's \\ tic II asked
whs Robersen. said "I guess if I
knew the answer to that we would
Use It tO he M our employ
1 he t niversity originally planned
to give its classified and protessionzil
employees a raise - -III percent
across the board. fills was later
changed to a .1\ percent raise each
sear of the biennium. I his, how e%er.
5% as In the part II budget w Inch the
legislature cut back to 14.9 million.
1 he um% er sits got no MOIle at all
from this part of the budget.
l)riginalls. part II 5k as tia pros dc'
211(i:41)c:1s-4 I o rc. nrhibirhalriLy n rmiltrI:vityceiansiLe.n t sa. da
Other lie's', programs. It Sc as know in
early May that the enrollment would
be frO/ell. I ItAt er, there Aire
sei.eral last-minute mo‘ements in the
legislature to restOre the fllone 111
part II earmarked for the employ et:
raise, I here A ere ,ill de,.1.1%
thwarted in the last \\ eek.
!here has,' been rumors that
some senators yv II press ( .4.11 ifIluf
(tin is to ask for 111011i\ tor the raise
havg suggested that he call a
special sessiop i11 the leizislattne III
deal ‘‘ith the Isstie I hilt , on his
part is not likels.
Personnel in the chancellor's
office w ill be bus\ re-es:1111,11111g A hat
the!. can dO 1111 the hinds the
leg Isla I tire'11 a s a llOttcd iller! 1.
1110A e%er, it past ries ot agony titer
the slashes made by the legislature
Can he Ileheyed, it is highly unlikely
that there is much -La" III he'
rlfll med and redistributed.
nion president Si I oil \
111,11 dOes huh Ills, I() look dia l
tar find the fat. Ile till qt.'s sa
and his staff
them A 1111 the !01,.21•/1(lr,
111 1k 11111 1 ' ,1111 11 
IIe t lhlcies I h
ni.p list a little 1,11 1-11,21‘1 
St I outs stress,
unity in the eni•
game' .1 Lose c
I I.
thCin I In Illl
(list 5', alit TO Stu, 11, line .1/1,1 s
111C1r hands and torgc.t
conclud.d
though.'
If dispiat s as litindrkds oi alumni Cann: k ill
'111 I tor a A eekeild rv111111,111 1.14nN gin page 2.1
lune Ili. 1971 Jul
Over 1,000 alumni and friends attend reunions
ii .;511111aIk's1 1.11110 ps'l 50115
Ipals's1 Ii 1- II \ lie ti during
the \Iiiitti Reunion het: last
55 ceketid
I Ill IA 111111C111 1 It
‘11.1111i \1 \ 55 Is PIt'sL!itLd ii
\ IC111011,11 It 11111ashil" 1 Iltla% It
asss I iiiphit,kit I it,b,,‘ ot hit
lassoI 1944 set, ing as 111.1slef ot
111.1104:J 111 pit)gr,i111 0.1'
11111s1, tt 11.111111s11 ( ;C1111,111
1{1 - 1 \ 11•'1%S
101 Ralph 1 0‘k C. magi. ‘Irs.
io„ mon um() ,
III-minute skit honoi III.t thc
nitcisir h‘ oi illlJSsit
191,9; organ musk. IS 111ek Snare of
tIt Jas. ot 19.;3. and barbershop
torariet numbers featuring Charles
Pti t it. I .ore( S( 1(estet
an..1 star. ( `sk Isester and
are I.
1111 lie/1 k lasscs lititI fill111011,
oter St eek;iid St ith spetfal
re,ognition it Ise!! to the 54 I-\Car
class, that of 1921.
For sale: Golf clubs, hag. ea
S35: VI% bug. car-top carrier ra.
SIM: electric snow blower. S
lace ski hoots. siie II. SS. lel.
223-57SS.
ST RANT
WAIDON LOUN•111
UNION 31. uRif F-IN RtDAL
Inext to Airport Mall I
KEEPS NKE.
1)1 \ DS
rrisse it.'1‘eiers
1111a1 A111111111 Kk'11111011 Atli\ Itits
Illk deal. alloil 01 tiit
s/lIC.111(i11 buildungx. %lark R Shibles
Hall. Sat urtla( at 3 p.m.; tours of the
()folio „impus in .11111(ille s'als. all
I 1101,11 hIls .111(1 I itglish tam 1 0.1.0
and Satuida( !tom 2 to 4 pan.; a
111141h:oil honoring reining factill%
members and members of the 1921
lids. Satin-WI( at 110011 in SS est
( (minions and the Alumni Banquet
Sat at 5 .;41 p.m. in West
lifill11011, at \\ his 11 11111e Diall
Shibles spoke on ThcI ceoci- of the
( liltcrwi v
c‘ents inimidI
I ridak , 1 slum lilt! til the ltliim
thin 1 rhotti.v during Ilic alltcrnoon
It \lcitiolial Union; social hours in
lass lie:Kiwi:triers at 5:30 pm.; class
dinners at 6:1(I p.m.: a lour ol the
lit '.5 svkimming lacilit( at Memorial
L..,
Wesely C. Plummer
1[1111) \I It) 9-.471 p.m,
lass ineeting• in the
mon at 9 .1.111.; class
photos on the south steps of tlic
Memorial Union starting at 9:30
Penobscot Valle( Alumni:le tea
.1 IIIL. \ lumni Center from 2 to 4
. 1 re! rk.',Ilinent's al Ills: 110.9111AM
I CHI to the Alumni ( cider
Lniz of \Line
\ :do I ...tgir.i ..rrs Irom 2 to
Wit . 'neat last at the Hilltop
ili• "111 \ 1 1 .1.111..
, I • 1 r 1 r I ill a' IllS ,ttit'Fiiiiiil.
hostesses %Olio
ill..ii dIts It! t
C AMERASH
I Kodak instainatICS
— BELL & HOWL --
Moiie Cirrieras
Movie
Slide
,
Projectors
Projectors
Polaroid
Lind C Imerds
Sattirtia Iticludvd. I in. F
4)1011110: hem A thettoll. 1 A11110001.
Alm( Chapman. Old 1.15(11, R It hard
Darling_ Auburn; IL& Geor( Orono
Susan Kessler, 11 like Plains. `N.Y.,
Ronald 1 :be 1 I ew iston; Paul
Al Ill id . Al ad a St ask : 1 d mond
Morin. I aimingion. Susan Perosal,
Scott .1ir 1 - tuck. Base. III.
(lasses which held Ft:0111011S M. ,:re
those raf 1911. 1917. Senior Alumni,
1921. 1926. 1931. 1 1)1i. 1941.
194(0. I 951, I 9510, 10(01 . 19(40 ;111(1
141)9.
11.esle Plumer it Selieneetad(..
N.Y.. a member of the I illttlslt\ ot
ALiiiie .1 t tirono 541-( ear class
I 9 2 I . St is presented with a HI,
Ser‘ IC.A \\All al the 1921 ..
dinner last 1 rata( .
I he at% art] is presented for
outstanding Self% ICC J1111111111 s 10
the uni,ersit( and the General
Alumni Association through class and
association acto
Graduating trout I AI() as an
electri,a1 engineer. Plumer
highlighted his professional career tor
Central I leCirIC by heading up the
held personnel who eleetril lett the
Penns( Rama Railroad S( stem.
Plumer retired from General
1- lectri, lit larch of 1%2 and at that
tinie was name a consultant for the
compam. During his career he
rganwed the field group that
installed and scilicet' the first
e‘perimental 1...S. Jet engines which
were the forerunners of modern
airliners. In 1945 lie wa• made
superintendent ot to re ign
installations ot heat ( apparatus 105
General I le,trie. inducting foreign
and domesti, 11(tIrogenerators.
In his work tor the t 111\ ets11 \ of
!Simile. Hunter created a scholarship
fund in the l'ilisersit( of Maine
foil nd a t 1011 ‘5 11 it'll is ass arded
annuall( to a student or students in
the College of I I chnolog( ; has
headed Ole local ,ilumni ..ssociation
If 1111FIlleasli:111 VVk \kirk: has seised
in all of the ,...:Ht:11
..ampaigns of the Ci 1 \ : has sCIAC(1 ;is
not\ class agent.
Jass treasurer 1.01" I .5 (ears and is
tiA 1's top ass artl Iii sent!, \ • -is. nI .':,1 'U''I111. !pal
the \Intim! ‘sers 1,e 1 mblcin
\\.as prest'Illell 10f 1 117 1 10 ( arl 1,
Whitman ot 11:i— .1
member of the t Alt) of 19 z'
and former rresidnet of 111,.. s.
Is rioss 1 ice
iii 11111)1st Fill'! il Ilic lood
turn ot I out Illilpri se .ri
( anion. \lass_ :Ind in 1971i ‘k r.
named president ot the Boston 1 mmmd
lirt.kers 'sslI, lit I'll
Ana lIst111011.ill
Site pIt's1(11:111 ill Ills' lila...it )n
.ite.i Alumni %,,OL1;11101).
iii the 1, A's A111111111 ( iiui II,
chairman iii Ilic annual Alumni 1 II
and first . lee president i.1 the ( S.
I Il award w as presented al the
Saturda( nbIlit bang liCI.
Flderly alumnus "takes time out" during last Saturda( -
alumni banquet.
Albeit \I. Pali..., Poit ashingtoii.
'I, si II I t ,s \ \
\ \%.1`
1 1 1. kids r . 1
I .Ii
an,1
rrl il Vilnitr1 '
ri, 1.0., \
, \!:;,. .1;1,,
••• \
I ..onard r,I (lronr),
'it hiss''! hir.1,,01,11‘,
\!(). ir,asrri, i •1,1 \Irk \L.,.I.
SIckkati r ,I rri
and a ',Tor lei fill I'll 1,1 11,I
Itilitis,t Is k ills s' s rk
ALIGNMENT BALANCE
19 CnIle121.•
`66- /538
VMS
POLYNESIAN - AMERICAN
Restaurant dr i Loon9e,
Open 7 Days A Week
Specual Bust nessman
Luncheon
950
YOUR F A VOrt ITT HT Vt 14 ( ,
nvED AT lAl15lK /1:4\4(1 
Porn obscot Plaza H.4 'got
r•st
is. 5, Pa ,
.1
Chem-E building to he named
alter Prof. tennes rii. 1.3
1 Itc its \\ I., I
ii I \14, 5,w
.,ts, . 
lIkk a fll r. „ids',
antl \ti
dcpaitiiik HI. :,itIIl ill
of the ile(lis anon oin mince
1)r !cline,, St ho tit
critIrc prritessional II It ;it
the I IlISSA's11 it \lame. ',Aired in1,)66 ,ms
paper tc,litiolog. and
(1Cpartnient itt 11,111 ii ml t Ii' lilt's till!
lie Ihid lucid th.o Itlll,1ii rru II
ycars, the linii!csi ol ill'.
ps'IN1 1 11 Ill,: 11121‘.11IIIICIII .11
‘1(1. hie Is 1510.5 •Ck \the I 
1\14 1111f
1),ipt.' I I uuimnd. I loll
sleep on It —
the Waterbed
Expenence
:Tholesaie, fie! HESSES
$9-65, 20 mil Union Carbide
vinyl, 00 yr. guar. HEATERS
$12- 35, silicone rubber, 400
watt, 115 V. thermostat. Water
bed Experience, 2259 Polk, S.F.
Calif. Call 14151 441 5111 or
441 2744 Dish r thutors wanted.
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I I t nit tet (
Trustees appoint student aid diredor,
rick% do, (oi of student aid and
ti olliall ntiyiciaii liar the student
health center have been appointed by
the t liii ersity lit I f n+tees.
John I. Aladigan, 47, s% ho trom
1965-711 ss as dIreiloi t)1 student
Imam ial aid :11 110s1011 tillege. s ill
nil the student aid ()nice sacancy
created by the death of Robert
11 ow( k %larch I.
Woi rick had sk (irked 25 years in
the student aid oft ice. Aladigan's
:ippoiniment is effective Aug. 15.
Dr. Mary M. Dietrich of
01ft:1.0011, t ho since 1949 has
conducted a prik a lc medical practice.
has been named health center
pliysk. in elleLlive Sept. I.
Mrs. Dietrich skill replace Dr.
John ArcLambault, sk ho is resigning
Iron) the health Centel staff.
A rchambault ss ould not comment
(in Ins resignation, but William N.
Roberseii. public relations director
tOr the fiance Hors office, said
Ark.liambault is taking a position :it
1. aNtelll Maine Medical Center in
Bangor. Hospital olticials confirmed
Robcrsen's stale
Orientation
for freshmen
begins Monday
s MIMI it. 1)11CM:flit/II sessior
has: keen scheduled lor lilt. ()ming
treshmen. 1 hey ss ill begin Mondas
1 he sessions lor •dudents iii
their parents, are a Llay and a hal,
long.
Students skill be housed in
Ilart and ( orbett I halts, Parents is ill
be housed in Hancock Hall. :111 are
part of the West ( ommons
al the north cnd it the kamptv..
Dining the 111,.1 1.11 cat. It
session. students ii Ill check in at the
West ( (mini)tns lounge. attend a
ii t. it.1.11111112 st. ''liii at II allt.j.
'‘ nilitortlim and college alit,
depal [mental information sessions,
scat campus facilities. take aiadlenlie
plat:C[11CM tests and llate group
inectings ti ith the student tifit.'llt Ann ,
staff about campus life.
Parents on the lust day it it
at tend a panel discrission oh
-Problems ;11 reshman MO I kV.-
011 the •eetind Ildents V.ill
hat e Midi% Id (1:1 I and small roup
meetings sk iii faculty of sindint
;iiii isors to plan their it. iii t.iiiit.
prog rains. panel :Ind discussion is ill
be held for parents on -the ( college
1 re shman in the Acadernir
( ()rum unity.- I he sessions skill
include a noon lunch.
Orientation dates for the foe
colleges are as follows: June 21-22.
Life Sciences and Agriculture and
litismess 
..Adminotration; June 24-25.
and Sciences; June 28-29. Arts
and Sciences: July 1-2. lite Sciences
and Agrkulture: July 54), Arts and
SCICIICCS and I echnologk July 8-9.
Arts and Sciences and I echnology,
u ly 12-13. I du. anon : and July
151(1.1 ducation.
In charge of freshman orientation
is Kristine Dahlberg. assistant dean Or
student affairs.
St rid cut members of the
orientation staff are: Marc Ayotte.
A LI Ii ti r Ii I eslie Bostrom.
Powhkeepsie, N.Y.; Alana Brim n.
Gorham, imda Capone. W inchester.
Mary Chapman. lirmoss it. ;
RI( hard Darling. :Auburn, Slisall
Kessler. While Plains, N.Y., Ronald
I 089. Vet% 10011: John Alc‘lichael.
Grose City . Pa.; 1 dmond Morm.
1 armington: Margaret Olson. South
Portland: :Ind Susan Perosal. Scott
Air 1 nice Base. III.
The SUMMER CAMPUS is
published Fridays during the
summer session by the students of
the University of Maine at In-ono.
Local advertising rate $2 per
C411Unin inch. Editorial and
business office located at 105
Lord Hall, Univers.ity of Maine.
Orono, Maine 114473. Telephone
(2071 551-7532. Represented for
national advertising by Natio,
Educational Advertising sem,
dividion of Readers Digest S.!,
and Services. Inc., :to Lexington
Ave., New York, N.Y. 100 I
Second-class postage paid
Archanibauit %kill begin
duties in the emergency :Aron] in
early July.
Al ad ig an re eel sed both his
bachelor's :ind Ilij\ler's degrees from
Boston College. Ile served in the (•.s.
.Army from 1943-46. Ile has been
employed as .1 wage and salary
administrator for Pitney
-Bowes, Inc.:
personal development specialist and
personnel relations specialist tor
(,enerai I lei. tilt-, and assistant
director of admissions at Boston
College.
Ile is president ()I the
Massachusetts AssoLiation tit Student
1 inanclal Aid Administrators and a
member of the l• astern Association
of Student I inan cia I A id
Aditiiiiisiratiiis I • or eight years, he
was an mstrur tor in the Boston
College Graduate School of
Management.
Dr. I net rich is a graduate of
Mount Holy oke ( oiler!): and receiked
her inedn at degree from
I nisersity Aledical School in 1945.
She sersed a rotating internship at
the I , rotai
and a pathology assistant resiuency.
She has a diploma Iron) the National
Board of Medical I- \aminers.
She is a member of the staffs at
Si. Joseph's Hospital and the I astern
Maine Medical Center, both in
Bangor; and a member of the
consulting stall if Bangor State
Hospital.
physician
Mrs. Dietrich is the ()rim:, ,
Health Officer and School Phi y si, no
a board member ot
Bangor-lirev.er Ili and IL„
Association, board niembcr if if.
Bangor RAP ( enter, a trust,
(Jrrington Methodist (
member (il the ()rrington
Board.
Cancer researcher here next Thursday
Lung t.ancyr re,cat,11 1,:11 ti
Oscar Auerbach will speak here ne \ t
I hursday in 140 Bennett flaIl at
10: IS a.m. lit lecture will be part of
a three-week workshop on drugs.
alcohol, tobacco and environmental
health,
Dr. Auerbach's cigarette
-smoking
be hate brought his research to
national at I he 10 dogs were
used in a preliminary study' to
determine the ma \ 'mum number of
cigarettes it Inch dogs could smoke
,
t.I lc,. I S if lilt 111111t.
num() \ide Poisoning.
Auerbach, skin) us ,latiOnL'il at ilk'
1 ast Orange. N.J., e felons;
Administration Hospital, .1
professor (it pathology :it lie 5se,v.
York Medical College and scull
medical investigator in the t.' clans
Administration.
Arming Auerbach 's auk ards is the
Gold Medal Akk ard at the Second
International Se11111L111!1/t1 (Hn, r
Attention!
SF
tilt.
Bt.Itau ii in Pr
1 mi. It
knPli, anon
This new car is the best reason not to buy a Volkswagen Beetle.
In a year when every car maker seems to be giv-
ing you one reason or another not to buy a Volks-
wagen Beetle, it might be a good idea to listen to
the best reason:
Volkswagens Super Beetle.
It has almost twice the luggage Space as the
Beetle of yesteryear.
It has a longer
-lasting, more powerful engine.
It has a new suspension system for a smoother
ride.
It has a flow
-through ventilation system to bring
in fresh 01
The intefl, r o, ce ri,--.:ne$•
The floor of tho 
is fully carpeted.
In all, it has 39 tn
Beetle.
So of all the
makers that thei.
there's only one Jr r, r
ence in small cars # - -.
Volks\kaaPri
PINE STATE VOLKSWAGEN
307 HOGAN ROAD BANGOR
TEL. 947 0121
4
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dir tinitimcr 0:aittputi
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Freshman orientation costs;
military induction is free
It ate Ahotit
111.01 schoo l. considet one 11Mk)
1111.gni LIO JttLl 12.LititLit 12,0
TO! MACS. Mk' the alined 1ei ices.
ItLCilt)tase, II1L pltlCess of
r4,kikill hasIC.tik file Sallie
- lia‘C i,. be filled out.
\ meths:all
Se sk lit' cannot afford 01 for
tit 1\ ale doctor.
\ last I\ tt ben all
sults me in. and a pc! soil kilo‘ s lie Is (ilk:
Wits kt.sat Wa‘ thell
at,
% a
or lir a; ,,,h1d not attend
liL he
for most
.itteihl and vsould necessitate
to the I the IC.IsOilS are two.
would riot he elimigh
• th11,11t.' 4 ,1 direct
k11,1111L'
aitaits See ii .
• • SI-is tor
hake a
he haid to get all of this accomplished ;1 week
below regulai classes begin in the tall.
\Its. Dahlberg sav s ttlienulon in June
works and accomplishes what it Is intended to
do hut one wondeis. Do von get rout
Mrs. Daillherg sas stlidents are
adequatelv ad v Ned on courses. She sas (acuity
members cliculate among the students and help
them fill out their schedule cards. But what
about departments that are so SIMI!!
have three facultv members? Are the students
siiiiplr handed a time schedule and told to fill
out their own course schedule? It happens.
Perhaps the most helpful part of orientationis the rap session Where students get to askquestions ab011t the school and university lite.It is certainly helpful. but is it worth
Last rear the Crilversity received
apprommatel ,s47.(X)0 from I resume') for this24-hour orientation period. III return. theireshmen received bus tours Of desired) Mound
the campus. a TB test. pre-registration. and a
rap session with staff members, besides their
room and board. of course.
If both parents attend the orientation. theN
must par around 514 for room and hoard. For
this. the\ receive the bus tours also, can look
around the universit and attend two paneldiscussions on college life and problems afreshman may face.
1 he question that comes to mind about allof this us: Is the Cniversitv making mono, on
mientation at the student's expense?
 Or ismientation really worth it? Mrs. Dahlhetos-lanns it is. But one wonders. After all, theNietos don•1 get to go along with servicemen
• bask: training. And it's Hee.
Detoo Shibles deserves praise
Tor his contributions to UMO
11.411t.'d
on build
ilt'le.
Slithles of
ike had the utmost ot
HielICI
t
ethk.att,m ti Mame
!'.1e and ,.,,mpas,
th_eiii OWjlI5t, , o
!WM. need I.! real Men
• IT k SIiiIule lull
WaS trpiL.ilot those
Allot) Letenionles.
Ii at iii ise in I he ( ,111e.}2e 111
111)11n t hat whkh Shihle, has
********************
„filmes, has oime
 tip with an interestingspeak•i.F. at the annual alumni hariquetlast Satuidav. Sluhles advoLated lelorin which
'.1 hIlt1allow students In the College ofthikati4 4t4 ontiplete undeigraduale programsIII II:sit:ad all the plCsCIll It
41 the schooladministrative disinhAs in Maine has Lteatedlarger high schools and has "made allindisputable imporvement ii) the qualit%truth enteting
Ile said Ins proposal would he ;1"hold. newmove-
 which "oHtild result in a saving itt time.!none\ and othei iesources.-
1)ean Slid-des told the CA \IN S vesterdavthat the College of Edus.ation in two ve:11,,V. ills.:10 its undeigiaduate enrollment hr halt m,h atit was this reai.
Ile said that 19 students were ennilled thispast real !hat t igtire will be down to 350 tinstall and about 250 in the tall ot I972.
Be1/4.ause ot the greater degree In selestivitv,,tudents aLLepted into the College of 1 - dusaturnthe tall ot 197.2 as Iteshmen should he, onthe
 v,hole. more perceptn.e than this past v cat's
Dean Shit*, says the I reshmen enorlImentheing Lilt hask Si) that mine emphasis Liii helaLed tn the PI school.
%heti the WidetP;lihraile tlJii,lltIi \ 1 itt hdk.kthree %CM'', he jdded. each iidetit Me ill lid‘et4) he guided III hits i IIHRX ()1 0)11i NCN. W illnot nesessarily be the same tor evetv student.-Slithles said.
We !ripe that Sitihle 's pi, 
'pi is kameddin nigh in Ilie iillege 4)f and()diet kldieges. paitit.tiharlr Ails and Skienkcs.set lifusIN Lt Hi sider
me-7*
Pr /'.''t hard (; I. frown( A
Notes
Miss
on man and society
‘‘,' are 111,1 110%% passing through
that mile 01 t Li. it'll millions of
5 o wig people at thousands 01
ad ILI I ion e sert Ises are being
e‘liorted Ittadmonished and
11 kind! Cd s of torn ill C 11 cellie ill
s ca I ti 5. S tit 11 'addiesses hate
soniciones t. untamed Inspiring
protoundlymessages %%huh thRe
intirieth'ed rhe graduates. Stith etents
hate also been ott asions lor some of
the most Lit,
Ii igh-sounding Itip et er produced by
the minds and mouths of men.
I tel that I tan speak with some
atithoritt on this matter because at
some om ent. ern ern e \ercises
during the past decade I hate been
responsibile tor some of these
ring-a-tling-isms int sell. I know , for
se traditionalesample. that otten I me 
admonitions challenge the t oung
to go forth and build a
hettcr %%of Id. Ii appears hott et er that
itt is t rad o na I comment einem
speakeis pattern is beginning to
ihothit
Ilad I beenasked this sear (0 gite
t 4. kill Mc ii icment add h.: ss some W here
and had I been able to do so I :1111
r ..i Ill dial I W oilld Ila‘C taken a
s err rill ICICIll lak:k. I 111111k I W ollid
1101 lia%c ,*oncerni.1.1 uiis sell with the
need for °ling people to help us
take a better %% odd in w Inch to lit e.
but rather with the need that we have
to make a better Man to lite in the
V. orld. I would siwgest that Man's
modifitation of himself is a necessart
pre-requisite it) effectitelt hanging
Ills V. orkl.
I: is true that \tan's world totlat
Is largely of his own making. We
tannot e‘pect that the 11 linlail
animal, at %%a With tiituisehl and blind
to his ultimate kinship with the rest
of the lit Mg [Wild ahelter %%orld. If we would grace the
t). orld \Ian list's in Wt.' Waist illake is
t re:dor More grat lolls.
I Would ret•oillInCnd ili,ut this
% ear's g rad I es undertake a
retolution because the redesign of%Ian ts tertainit going it) require one
llott e'er, this 11111,1 he a (WWI
re% uittihttin that W ill I ranklt he eft
had to sell. espet 'alit in theseint imentlt rettolutionart day s V. tilt
all the dramatic. ego-satistt ing appeal
slogan- 
•Is
laiset1 in defiant 5iii1)011.141brotherhood. tinitonii napping,.alto. tallow. of t.luit It i,tii (1111,0)j, I Ia nd ha it and t h.- pci iodiopportunities It) put one's hod,the line in orgies (ii pi01,•51demonstration tt ith the ckiiiiri.•possibilitt of some kind
inin111-it.i.ljarpliNttr..kahrutitlwalli‘.:tje.'s 
ill
iltt,fsk.2\1 4 i
'lair tteatlier' retolutionart 5t illiIle will stick tt ith it onit 111 I.111!' .1the going is rough and he 4. an it.c1 ti -keen etlg e nd at id till.
self-indulgent self-sat rifike. 11 hilt.sort of ret olutionart mat La 41 IItersonal neet1 5 Iii sirs t.' the
a particular group. his kilo! I., 445the long pull of human 111,1111111.11t: 111.1111.11.1 \Ian met isely 4444i41,7,in terms 01 greater happincs. .
securitt lor the Iminan
,
III
I he ,i st. i' cud_i li5 ot ca 10.I y ranmes hate iii is
re-arranged from time 
 tulle Ito
hate smelt 11.1.1filell I'S 1111\1 111,11 II.
lyrall11% ol tint' rat IA sot 1.11 ,44
group is lust as opprg,,Re
another. I he neW fk
should be asked to r
retolutionart /cal, not
hates the oppressor,. hit I
totes 1Ian, and not in
draillal ii, bursts. but rattle'
ins nad small moments
ordmart interat t ions \I
\lan as 11C flutist's !nun
01101101 his hie.
Iii Cat h of thesc mop'
eat!) ()1 these tomtit is
the interests and wellait
men first. It is WA jliiitii
and tliSt 
.1s
ask that null% ithial
headlong t debt-Awn ot th
and suborklinate ille i Otis
Ind 1 Id 1411 10
 ult.' 'WC(' 01 \I
ask more than he mat lit.
I hope not bet Just. this
others tt 110 belies e that
til \Ian lies m this tfiro, ti444)
A9, 444T-5101„ Nr
I 
`
f 1$45
Worit5 it parents
'-zh? d nderstand
The I thlerynniiitI
hy Eugene I:. Latith . Ph.D.
20i) pp. .\r - It' F(ork
Simeon and Shuster Si. IS
I here V. as this dabbler, see. Ile
and his ktiate took some pins and
needles and bet ante est remelt
monoh th . I hen along t ame mit ket
mouse. I he two It tire busted. but not
misted. So ths...‘ made a motion.I het laid ill their stash ton Misterhank: and tanked up before mot Mg
on out to the 1,4esson pant • where
many hc-shes, gheids, fishes, and c.asdumped the ping in the wing beforegetting ini4)
Need a translation' If you do, itmight not be a bad idea to get .1 k opt01 this book. bet :Ms,: this Is thelanguage that America's sub, ulnae isspeaking today.
And what is Amerika's sub, ulture,ou may ask" Arilerit mingpeople 1 cs, tont toldren. Momsand Dads. It Is the languaiw mortis.signs, st mbols, phrasesi used bs.hippies, bikers, k dopers,ags, hookers. musicians.tcent hoppers. and }Apples all overthe
tiq about all of the words hatebeen t ompiled here hr Jpst hologist to help proVide a meansof to 111 ni unicat ions forestablishment
-oriented straights I did%,1111 1..111 Il tilt' pun' I hen look up theV. ii,] straight) and the underground
I he book IN all tillI .1
Dld s ou is not'. •
Mani, tire Wan,
sterns Jild seeds trom pot.
Marini:lila Itself 11.1,
 k.Ik I '01
ranging from \ ..:44441
S est. a.'
Ind
 
did Still Lii_t ii'
ide ol Things, hesidt's tlikkk-••
being used hr pekuple Ilk !t.1 lilt_i Ii
I Ike hut 4: -LI t deotle rain •
gasotine. shoe roils!) and
,,ins of %% hipped t Wain
Ong %% turd or ;Kith,' about this
hook is 11CieS•al. likmc% cr 1 It,
ming people of l(idas. arc restIcss.
shifting, seat hing brood. !het ‘144
not hang mitt) an% thing tor ti-Is lirti
nd altiiig ti. i lb their .1111,1,11111k
4. hanging lite styles, so too does thtlr
language t flange.
The I mlerwrotiml I)1( it, mart
cuntains many words that hate been
out of 1114.1 tor years now. skit 11 as Ilie
Nord "Noss,-
 And 111:111 tic%k ti. oids
.irc replat. ing those that \tele nett
whs..11 the book vt as published.
But the book is North liii 111g.
(11 her people. Meaning oldel pCkuple.
and foreigners pick tip these tt ord.
and use them long after they hate
gone out ()I style. Any you tt ill
4151a) s find them in books Mal ttert.
%rifler) by those in the know timing
the period when they were popular.
I). A. P.
II
i's,:15 St I
that
touno
.'Ike
some.,
"1\
v. 4.)rk
1)111 ft
1).1(1.
It
ii-
1
Cd1 1 11
001 it'
I he 1
truth
head
the /
retkoli
It
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Rubin a Communist?
He seems to think so
11% . or( tcrilt./t4
itt'.Ferry
pp. Ilhistrail
‘4 it )(),-A. //arp( • ant/ lit 'ii
Pap( rhai A S I.
IV( an. I rerrtylit re- IS Ole 11/11111.11
01 •/CI IN Rubin, (m% It It'll
and (101:11(1.1111 III I hi Clikago
8 I 1 1,1 I, it hit t,iIiS 111111 1.CH a
(Ii 111.0 last ti tiiti ..11011111
blf rill Iii 111.11/11.,.. I ur .1cii‘ 1(111.1111
(1 1/Cs11.1 set.' ill 10 1111(1CP.1,1114.1 V, 11,11 II1C
it 11111 .1 111111111,1111,111
-
 1 11C,111‘. 1 111111
111.11, \AM.' his t. 1.111111,1111111 11111'111
111:1211 11112
111111, III lilt' 111111k. Mai I1{.'
ti it) Ii It ii II.
Sat S Riiitimi. II L' hut' Itt
1101 11tt II ( INI.11111, ii 111111 .1
1.11)11.11114 1111111111111W thu 1\\
.H1. sc11111... it trek: 10,41
4.1:111.11
ICC IC11 "CI 11,..t'S. 11.111 hinds.
1.11sh rad,.ulilisi 111111N. 111.'1.'
it Ill111,11.111.k. 
..11111:k.
I II(' (ICICI 101,111011 01 0111 111,1111 slfCCI,
Ilk,. I cIc i .1 1, n 11
I 1,11i211 1 - ‘,111'111‘ ."14 \ Lil
11,1s.c to
.1‘c 1111.' 111.111III
1111,11C(S I/III ti 1111i • 0111111111111
I It1 1.1 111 (MC 111 111,.. \\ C.1111111, 11,‘,1
ap.onst WAN. l.rd,
11:1,q11 .lit' 11111 flit N,1111.:
t11.11.'S n I 11...111 111
,t/04 /1 /./ /1. /4/M
11011111 IS 111.11112 .1 1 11111: 111
it .11111211,
 and liii rumils imploN
,1 1 111‘ I 11111. 1 ,1 And \ I lit
I \1111i. ,11.111111'll .11,1/111 1,1\1 .1/1ill
1< 1 11 1 111 1.11, 1 5.1 • sln,1111.111.1
1,11 tI ii'111I 1111.1:2C1 LI s,t I I. 1111. I
111 r 1 11k OW. 
1.1111I' 111, I I Mill dirk•s
\111.1i1,,
C S1,121 ii Ii II 1 11
1.1,s 1.11111k1.. ,IIC 1.11
ii, i'si,titi,tl(!s.1111i
.11 LI1,i i, Ita2.11CIS. ‘1111,1INIIP2 '2 1.1
Its Is It tit11,i,1`,1111. 1
l'i411`1k: 11'2111 M111111(1 11II sIIII I .
./I11.1 1111 II 11.11Thlit 111,11i CI it hal
iii .111 1.1111,SS I should tell
111.11 1111.1 ‘1111.111‘.1... .1, lie
Kuhn( reklil lot rcaliniv.,4
c‘ci‘Illin!.2 is lice, 11,—
sufficiinc it 11111.1%c lit %%ork.
"11c ichcl
it ork .iml Iii.' stilt l'iotc.t,m1 I MR
hut I ii,il (1.1csn'l (.1k I ,
olkitIL, lot them is kid.
It ts .Ippi.ircnt In oil lit I it
/ 11 r1.11 lit it dim 14tilt i U 5 so. let 
 
thi
wine A so, A•ti
%\ !thou! Polln, 11'1 onc
tins'
iit pollicads iind t apitalism-hatets
t‘
.1,111C 11
111 1, t!11.11
'Th(1,1
.11111 s. 1111,.10111., 111;1)1\1,1s.
1,11q1le V0111:111.
siitiiiki 1.11SC .11.1‘.1111.WC 1/I Intl.
%k in prn dere conlronl
nielika I iiittiitili 111,1,0\ ,1111(1
\ 111)111111AI t. 1\ 11111,10 \l'lliC111C.
•11111Itt i 1111I‘Cli iii II11II I 111
him, it II, ks
lica% il 111111.1/C,
 l lit. I tifil S 11/I
‘II1I IC, it
01(i'‘I'1'1111C1111 ‘111111ifit
1111: 1.1111q,111.11 t Ii I.11, I IICICis
111j111 1111 ituit.....CM, It ItA
lit_ill hut' 01.111 III Si liii00 i 011111)11s
/PM'S Rubin sa st
lit (1111'S R lilt III ii ii'
re‘oltilton '
II it itit Itt st.T111 ift1111 lilt' hiltlk
his 111.1101 t.' 1110t Is Olt' 111111k 1,11 Si
Iii ale COMM% . All !Ili' 1111.
1< ult Hi ui his ,„."
alum' hi:hind -11w,, t'Ut it tit 'ties
dtit wit (HAI I licse
\ \ i1111!.!11 1.1111. .ifid
Make Olt' %%c MdCf 110i1 ii i.i iii
m the ,itontt). mdlsim.!
.1 lar.c mit 01 ilistrk.,
I LH has lc suited in
tiot. unienialles ph:sculled lo liitt tI
the tnalot tele% usion nehtorks, a. \tell
as t art!, les in ne‘t spapt.r.
.1114.1
I he k:\rirsilit: 111 1111111, H1111111.11111
11,1s 11CCI1 ,_..110(1 101 ill,: 'talk
II is C \ rc‘ulloti 1 rimi
111c ( S
deten (I n I s. MC I
k 111)111 Is 111
(.0111111C11t1Ctl 101 his rep(q1111:2 tti
Ilte hit h prin.iitsed I tidge
Iliirtinaini lit ino,1 iletcniLints
ith contempt ot 1.1/III I.
t /1' (tItle \kJ', ii [lilt_il
ICI It ( ttttk ( \ tali, dIalli1.4
I i'071I. and
1111 I 11 R 11111 ICS 1'I. It us
I 1 1 11•I I a ICil.
11101()I.11,11`11, tIll 11,111 ot its 11,WCN.
I Ile 111,I1 Sc. lit LU "1 lilt, 1)0,,l‘ is
it orill tc.ridnw. .110111042h II I s M I( \\ CI!
it 11111.'
1,mm
 \ hordcr
H(1111111,111. allti aft.'
1 111C11.
E. N. L.
Victims of My Lai 4 Massacre
regarded as VC sympathizers
Ai/dirt,
Bum I.
molt pp 1 e)rli
lit lss,,e l'ri - ss 1.)e II
's 1.25
'111 MU, Ii 111 till ab011t
that. 11()%1 e(c11 111(1•1' V. I10
ha\ e lieter bectl 10 Ille Lountry
assume they know ct cry thing there is
to knot., about what rot:s on oycr
thcre.
Notionr ,onid f urther Rom
the truth.
It is de.eptitely easy to komlemn
Jiro. Hies A inerkan Cd's hate
t. tumult tett\lt_'Iil,iili itIit,'itYOU
11.i‘e Init 50:11 (4' heen ..1(1Ne tri the
hardships and emotionally try mg
espellemes they must endure. And II
is sa(ll. simple to reek epithets and
itt addle platitudes about what should
or shout.' not be (lone (luring
instames of battle it hen y oti do not
hat e tirst-hankl knowledge of the
onclitions 111%oked
S.attercd wpm!s that appear 111
\PaPt0, and 111.11-"4/111e ts 411 bC
picked together to form a coll.-kite
pik till,: of battlefield a alld
poiltl. al Malik:Mt:rings. 11 one can
.111 that lie has read in
pre% mus papers. that Is.
Idet 1\1011 !ILA',
ol course, pro' idc only headline
coterage ol the tt ar.
11 hat th.:11 is one to do to get his
head straight about this w
1(410k, IlkL the Ileuk
Ple•o. Dell paperbak is 1. ailed (i.die.V.
1110111d a1.1.1.11111,11,11 .1 114 III helping
people put It all together.
1 his book is not comerne.1
mainly it 1111 the INA. blIt V.III1 tills
',linking Idea r)I it ar in general.
WE ARE
EVERYWHERE.
\\,II not t.iught V1,1
larekl war is not hound by the
icnet a ( (intention Ias dolugh an)
war is going to be loughl by
established rules any v..* I.
Ca//ey follow s the N1y I ,ii 4
ink klen t through from the I et
olfensive of 1968. and etch] throws in
some facts about the war before I it
and after My Lai.
Caney puts the war and the 'it)
Lai situation in its proper
f/CITC( (RC.
II Is (Will' 01)V1011‘, that tillagers itl
My Lai were regarded as VC
sympathizers, and tor a .good reason.
'Well bellow American for. e. were
deployed to Quang Ngai Province. My
Lai I had been burned to the ground
by ARVN forces and the inhabitants
clustered into ()ming Ngai (
1 hey WCre refugees. ewet_ ling to
be resettled elsew here later. Life in
the refugee centers were depressing.
and as a result many villagers drifted
back to their old home areas and into
V(' control,
hus it was that in the eyes ot the
government of Vietnam, and in the
eyes of American forkes. the people
who continued to lute in the Son
area were regarded either as V(' or
VC sympathizers."
And this blINIMCss Or reeling sorry
for the poor defenseless ‘t omen and
children: '1 he Vietnamese women
for some reason are better shots than
the men are. They fight equally the
same. Men and women Call both be
armed. Children can be used in a
multitude of ta.els !Rim being used
as warning signals, One ot the best
Si ,
all Amt nit an unit •hr
got: a N111,111 (1111(1 a h..
let them throw it at al
G1 and ICt tlit, elit:111, ii tilt: alea
MI t td it ,it
also tusk'
and distribute booby traps
none. ( luld Tell art:
plan ling !link's and lust ha,
are ten, (1.mi/crimp.
I his tritni ( alley 111111 sell -
Anil it hat uI mut Mc 
Lai 4 " officer %sent th inch Mk
Lai 4 . . . And •
It till tied t. ciii
trendies that
I unlit+, 1,01i the
trillk.heN It I billikCI- S
he
1 he entire Song My r.,',u %1 as \
., ,!•wfI.
Clii/C1' IN \\ ritik:11 th r
Associated Press it niters
tonsiderable esperience titerl
trials and na
portray ( :diet it
oble. Ill. itt
\tter all. it
that is at fat:.
general. And we .ire
begin to make
stii% IS
can lab 0111
lii commit 
-
It ind. Vt e 111W
lust.
‘1,11111N 01 it al', •I
)
Things dolphins do
would surprise you
The- Dui tin
hi- Rob( rt
pp. (;rectiti-teh,
hitt tilt Crest 8,,eik.s
Robert Alerle is not ill lot.: it ith
politik s and p,1/4ernIllen I I Ile
kenned .assaysilla Hon 101 \
Melik: ( I .. tt his don't I
ICI 111111 esplain.
'I'm sure the ( LA knew that the
Bay of' Pigs would be a failure. rill
sure the plan ‘1,a• to kontront John
with a setback so serious, a loss ot
lace •.,0 terrible that John it ould send
the marines to Cuba, and John "line
close to doing it, such a disaster at
the beginning of his Presidency . he
was 5I.1 MOM! 11:(1, sti ht1111111.1ted . . .
they killed him bekause he knew how
(t) .;.* no, send him to Dallas and
we'll take Lac of the rest. iii DALIN
\‘1.' p011iell1C11 V.110 .2.111 •d lie
cigar in Mt) at 311 y aids. 111 111.1.1C1C1,
ii Ill a Sot let-Cuban pedigree into the
bargain, and murderers of inurderers
who earn, out their own sentences by
inoculating themselves with cancer.-
In tere%ting.
And Robert Merle is also not
enamored by the idea of sucLess•
'•. . . when you're Noting kni're
miserable because you don't hate a
it (hilt till'
 a profession. money ,
independence. In the p;ane of life
ou're tortured by the ot
N hen ou're Ii its
It's the worst ol the terror of
old age. tutu feel pushed I orw ard hut
the 'tears as 110 speed past. tho fall
on eak h other, thin as play mg .ards.
there aren't many lat, ou'te hardly
toed and Ws already the end, and
thure's the humiliation of S our
w all ng force • , y ou r disappoint in):
•
Cs,
Nor is Rob. it Meik' about to
adopt the police as iiilitress
"... there is neter one secret
pttlit,t_' Ill
seteral, and
opposing Sr.,
1),
be, .itise the
theinseltes diet .
(lit it tails.-
\ iir \led,: ii, lt'tt tt iii
Mall
"I 110 KM, I 110 II, I hi
ii ituii' hist.4‘ of rlic iluuiiiali 1.1,0 i'l
10111- %%ord.. 1 rom the beginning I.
1073. to the day when humanitt .
grabbing itselt by the throat like a
onicklian, madtertently 
strangleII sell -
Suit.ii is Robert \terle and the
it orld
ikt th, 1)0lphm. thc 1)00k
1 folll \kind' all 01 the Atm,: quotes
V,CIC taken, us a compelling work It
has suspense, intrigue. philosophy .
compassion. nd something els.: a
powerful portray al of man and the
other ,111 1111,11% ,Ib011 I 111111 %%11 1(11 he so
rekklessly regards: a painful portrait
01 111,111's mindless and i iolent thrust
tow ard s his ott n estinction.
nit /hit. of Oh I. ot
J1101.1 (1011/11 11(I loteable
creatures they are. 1 Ile reader komes
to know two of them. I J and lii,
though they actually esisted (perhaps
they do. III •011112 1,11,01,1101 .
somett here in the it orld
\lerIc has filled this book full ot
dolphin lore and dolphin Lk is and
dolphin make-behete that is 11,11 so
make-beliete as to 1'1C belle \Jble,
IIC COI11,1111.V,
 
uls that (1011)11111, 1. an
be taught to talk. I hat diet are at
least as intelligent as 111:111. I 11,11 II1C
tote the human race for some
tmesplainable reason (this is true)
And that thues %%ill tit) almost (111 thing
it ithin kapability for 111,111. 1 ike
what' You will hate to read tile hook
to fond that out.
D. A. P.
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Boys State group
to study government
1)1111.41 t;t StiR is ,.„,iffir :sot)
inrh lit ii it nit is1„I \ ) So ntt,i
ii lel noon to hien) a \ Thal\ ol
the st.ilc and total giu ci 1111CIliS.
1.1111C, I 11 firhi. duc, to! it
111.1111111W Mid I. Min sChltg,
II ussitit ( dlege, and a stall
assistants. ii ti Wadi sublicts railring
twin tlic basic pink 'pals Iii ttnA n
goteinment to the elet non of the
gtiker1101 dild site It:gist:tittle.
II hi ii ii piat;fite legislative
Phi.. ethi ri iii additional Iti those
Cies lid to OW 1)11 quo Douse and
Senate. the leinaming boy s, sent to
"lobby ghoul)." in prey nous years,
will he assigned 10 bolitit al parties in
moock I I, ,UNC And Send I the
glottal), e tot present and hornier
Maine lehnslaf ors.
s Is sponsored by the
egioil. and
delegates are sent bete .iiiniiaii I row
high schools all over the slate.
\t. its 'ties til lioS's State's 24th
Meiling %Sill include talks on
town. totintY and state goVerithiellt,
BO), s State elei lions and a snit by
Ciovernor Kenneth \I. ( urns. Other
;ninnies NS ill include inauguration ol
a lioSs Slate gOkerilta, an address by
E;c1 Its it' \rmar•ti ; Dulrense Jr.
ol the Mame Supreme Judicial Court.
and a !Mal assellibly is lien certificates
will be awarded and Boys Nation
delegates a lid the outstanding
"tow n" announced.
I he opening assembly will be held
Sunday; at 4 p.m. in the Memorial
(tymnasiu in. 1 ow n managers,
selectmen. mellibers of the legislature
and other officials, in local. county,
and state government will speak
during the sis-day session, teaching
the processes ol caucuses. elections,
committee meetings and sessions of
the legislature.
During their stay. the delegates
will be divided into 10 towns of 5(1
tilt/ens each. They are assigned to
one of two political parties. National
and I ederalist, upon at Election
of Boys State officials will be held
liesday evening and the legislatures
will be organited Wednesday.
I he inauguration ceremonies will
be held ne \ t Wednesday evening and
the graduation exercises I fiday
attermoon,
Yearbook workshop begins Monday
sent' high sthoolers liase
airiattS registered to' the annual high
ssliotol yealltook vtoikslittp. I his
i\ i ll 1,egin Mon--
day and it \1 edne.day
V isitint.i !echoers .ind ersity
stall incitilvt. V. ill
imitate J. Joseph Dontw.in of the
Keller 1 earhook ( tompan • V1 d;11e•
terstill S1101 or Studios,
111C.. Ness oil Is . Walas.
11(1 put' iii inhuman( in and central
tcrt nes dcpa i merit pliotivrItarlier:
and . s,(1, Ian
iournaii,m and
\‘‘,14..
I
hook lot,
lissitins tin
.1111 lolls.
11110iitillie photography ideas, basic
pI anning arid preparation of
yearbook copy, lay out, hook-coverdesign. new techniques, and
instrut Ilion in editorial and business
protedUres. Partlelparits is ill have an
opportunity to work on and plan
their yearbooks for nest year.
I he final session will feature a
page layout design competition.
A three-week Summer Session
course on student publications
theory and practice is also scheduled
to begin Monday . It will emphasue
the role of the adviser in the
deselopment ,ind operation tot high
school y earbooks. literary magaimes
and ne‘k•I`tiPer•
June grad named 'outstanding student'
I \VI
deuii
I'S.
,s I IlOn of the
National ' !halite Society .
,Audrev Magotin
111., \Lwow). who retcived liii
itatheiol ii sticIttc ,icruc: iii ‘‘
is as presented
lit:: ass rd by Olefin Bower..
sc entice director of the
Pennsylvania Game Commission, at a
meeting of the society; in Portland.
Me. I lie northeast region estends
trom West Virginia to Newfoundland.
dean's list student. Miss
11,igouti plans to work for her
Mast cr.s dc;gree in wildlife
management at the I of
Alaska heginning in the fall. I 1st
she was named the R.I. Ashman
Outsciuding senior ot 1970 in the
St.hool ol I ores! Resources and ti
Itif,9 she \Sas assailed the Penobscot
County Sportsmen's Club award of
S25) as the outstanding junior
vi Li hite maim.
During het ollegk. Career she was
the ofiginatioi tot the I its irommental
A is arctic.. ( committee is hich
sponsored ecology talks for high
st Io t ool student., was Si,:e president oh
the I \Hi 1 'fluent Societ). and
I'll ILI I 10.. relearlit is WI
!he PC11(141S, 01 ("1,7tin0 Sportsmen's
( lub.
Art displays abundant on campus
1 . Ilcduled tor the
SoinnH I Sc,,I,,11 SLIMIller
I estisal. onterts, lectures and
assemblies vi ill be piesenteti.
;\ inks tol ail soill he on e
hteC oh the
c heen set up and
I niveisity
III lit II tCii is eCkth.i%.
Ito 41
(Mc
ss, Iii it i" I it it (ill
Rackets, golf tickets
1 th. Joettor's 0110,
located in thc 111,011 ROOM tit the
NlenlInIal I MOIL hits .1 !Milled
I kel% is liii II 111:1)
be I, orloiiieth urn .1 th.I\ -10-thaN basis
I lee ot harge.
S ies ial golt It 'sets hut the
Penobstot Valle) Country ('hilt will
,hosen Irom 1.100 entries of the
1971 Bangor Dail) News .Art
Program
(.,iller I situ:
"Artists of \lame" 100 selektions
from Maine artists
Seminar Itoom:
" \cry lit ( ollages by Denny
11 inters.-
In the Ilauck ;minimum I
-hit Prints of the (ills - a cross
set. non it prints of the last tie, atle in
;merit ,
available in Union
be available at $15 for 16 rounds.
I ho will not be valid for weekends
or Iiiursda) evenings.
Sot l.ml dire. tors for the Summer
Session are Miss 1 ileen Cassidy.
Darold Woodbury and Robert
Wallace.
Trustee approval needed for
creation of new V.P. position
the position of Vice President for
Research and Public Se II' ice may
soom be created if the Board of
rustees approves the transfer of
I unds from already esisting positions.
According to Assistant to the
President Ronald Banks, the
positions of Director of Research and
Director of Public Service have "been
on the books-
 for several years. Both
positions have been vacant tor the
Past two years.
I he money. normally alloted for
the Director of Public Services was
soon transferred to other areas.
How eVer, the money for the position
of Director of Research has been
included ti the upcoming biennium
budget and therefore would require,
according to Banks. little "new"
money.
I he function of the Director of
Research is basically to coordinate
the research abilities of the faculty
and professional people at the
University with the needs of business.
Also, federal research grants will be
more v igorously sought. Banks
predicts that the position will pay for
"Eor instance,-
 he says. "a
\ 100.000 federal research grant will
par. for his position several times
over.-
he functions of the position of
Director of Research have been
earned out on a part-tune basis by
Dean I; ranklin Fggert of the graduate
school.
Director of Public Services had
been held on an interim basis over
the past two years by the Director or
the Cooperative I- \ tension tiers Ice.
Edwin Bates.
Banks feels that the stir% ites
performed by the Director of Public
Services is e \ tremely important. 'Ellis
position coordinates the resources of
the University in the fields of
Agriculture, business, legal training.
and labor relations. with the needs of
the state. I he purpose oh the
program is "to bring to bear on
Maine problems. the combined
spertne and resources of the
rnitersity.-
 sav s Banks.
I here are mu% eight departments
Student affairs office
seeking new dean
I it. Office of Student ..1ttlairs has
announced that it is interviewing
candidates for the position of Dean
of Residential life.
I Ite appointee. who will hold the
Ilk' of Dean or ‘ssociate Dean.
depending on background and
espefienee, will be the third man on
I he Student Aft aus staff for
reside nee halls.
SI\ litters itASs has e been held so
far. according to Assot Lae student
flans Dean Dwight Rich:out.
Giddings to serve as
acting forestry head
; soc. Prin. I (twin 1. Giddings
is ill serve as at ting director of the
UM() School of I °rest Resources
from July I. 1971 to March 14,
1972. President Winthrop C. Libby
announced )esterday.
(;iddings will serve as acting
direL tor until the arrival of Dr. I red
B. Knight. currently professor of
forestry at the I mversity of
Michigan. who was named to the post
ol director of the forest II) t21100I on
I he re I Irellle iii of the present
director. ,Albert D. Nutting.
,A former vice president and
is ood lands manager for the
Penobscot Development Compan)
Old town, Giddings has been a
member of the foresto la,1110 snwe
196ti. Ile is a graduate of the LI of M
and received his master's degree .it
Yale University.
Ile is a member of the Societ) of
American I orestershnd the Canadian
Institute of forestay and is a director
of the Conservation Irducalion
oundation of Manic. treasurer (61
(lie Maine I- orest and I oggfrig
Museum. Inc.. and a member of the
advis Ory committee, Orono prowct.
Northeastern 1.orest 1 \pertinent
Station. USDA,
End of Toll Bridge
iii the I ni1ers11 that ssilh Lanni' I IliSersii.S
tinder the new Vito: Piesit.enty I .1,11 the public,
already deals it Ilk tile pithily in its
service. such as the Continuing
I dutation 1)15ision. the ( Imperative
I \ tension Scrv lie, anti the law
crib iraement program
Sliet. programs have been set up
outside the usual university academit
realm to deal with spet tat problems
in state lite. I or instance, the
University. of Maine at Augusta has a
Master's program to instruct people
in public management techniques.
People in municipal and state
governments have benefited Irom this
Ii rogram.
I. or the state's labor and business
force, the University has ti Bureau tot
Labor Education.
At present, all these tunt. Ilion. are
overseen by Mr. Bates, V. ho must
share his attentions with his loh as
director oh the ( ooperative
I \ Ien‘1011 Set-% kv. Banks •;,1 s that
the deosion to tonsolidate the
positions into a sice-prestdem \is
feasible because of tilt- ()fictions
relation of the Unisersity
departments involved.
In both aspetts of his joh the ; ice
President for Reseal-, h and Pub
SerVICeS is ill lie try mg to mate the
know ledge and abilities it OR; is
I he I ii i
.‘11 pointniCilis
SI)lik its and FCCIIN Jppill
dean11111),
 cite president les
Make. t
president. t111111‘'
representatives nom h -
tolleges and tw., o i.
from the de! I
is hit. Ii the ;Jr; •
In the ,as..' tit
110111 hers
vo. ere rep 1 ,
I
Dean Brute Poulton oi the t iillege
1 ile S. len, c. and \is ri litre It lie
position.
President I ibby at tepted
nomination and it the I Rustce,
approve the niggling ot posinim.
the (Mite it N ice Pi esident and
lese,11,11 and Puhlit Serc ice, is
t. reatet.i. Dcan
i
the Sp, .1..1 ;;ir,, ultii1,,•is
( oinnilitte ;n a l
I rostees vs ill approc.t; ii, 1' 't
11Js
applitatHon• r - 
.:1
nNiiip liii ( I
SsIclhc• told \PI- ,11
lianks !hope, ; ;:•.1
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
THOUSANDS OF USED BOOKS, EVERY KIND PRINTED
FICTION, NON-FICTION, TEXT, PAPERBACK. ALWAYS A
LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD, USED FURNITURE AT LOW,
LOW PRICES, HUNDREDS OF ANTIQUES FOR THAT MEAN-
INGFUL GIFT.
-- Largest Shop in Maine --
Brewer, Maine
Open 9-9 Tel 942-8563
LARGEST
SELECTION
OF
souvenirs
IN THE AREA
(;ift.s )r ercri., in(
Knick-Knack
Picture & Gift Shop
17 Main St. tel. 942-o it-
I or intor
Untbersttp Cmenia
TEL. S27
-3S50
(-1\1 \1 1
h entury-Fox Presents
The
Mephisto
y Waltz
Show at 7 pm Show at 9 pm
CON1ING JUNE 23 /EPPELIN
INLNIA 2
making
it 
 _1
Show at 7:10 pm
CELEBRATION
AT BIG SUR
OP 41111.0
COL On Dv Of it.tiot •
1"1.1V
Show at 9 pm
COMING JUNI 2; GI 1 CNRII R
I he Stumm:1(
MO varsity teems save winning year
.111115'11. IC.1111, I 1111,11051 \\ 1111 .II1
\ 1.111 \\ 11111111V 1 Ct 1.1 111 111,2 111C
1 1- 7 1 .1...111C1;11k •%11 .11N11
1.;.11 1 1, 11,111 I ..S9 ii
111,..1.1 s. I II \' 11
.4 1115' 11.2,1 al 1 \II / iii111:
1'410-01. %Cal
III Hills'
\ol 1111, I 'lit 1111:111 !OM III
liii \'‘ I 101,11 \ 01111 I Ilk'
.1 I s I 1111‘11C,I iii
I I .1 II 1 111 0 1
‘1•'``.1, 1111•CI 1` \I on 11,c 1ii ipili s11"
" I "1 11 1 Ii11 11 110111 Is
5 1 1111,.. 115 HI 1 1111,11.'51 Auld
1 I lc ',CI is'
Switzer named aquatic coordinator;
pool is expected to open by July 15
‘1.111 S II/C1 .1 it.. 51111-C1111
IiisI,.0.1,•11 01 ..\% it ii hut
ii !tic I lill Ss hot)! iii l'ottstolln.
has 1.4:ell Hawed ,001,1111,1 101
to r Iii. lie.. 1 \it)
s‘..1111111111.,... 13.11ities :lie. to: Sept 1.
s‘‘Itici. 4 1. 113.3 .0.,,innr it' ultit
I 2i‘,uis.111,1
St\ 11/5.1. It 110 Is als0 ICIll
5 0.15 11 III 1515111,A1
5 0.15 11 111 1 1.1,5'11.111 .11 111C 11111 S.hool.
it ill h.' .31 Ill SI ii,. Till 01 1.1i .1,31
anon \Ir).
••,%. [tier II ill he in ,113igi ol the
.s 111,11 are
St I1LItLilitI Iii h. .otiirlet:d 15.
I le ‘‘ the pool. s.00ldniale
.111 .151 11.1:15 10`.11.1111 1,1: ii1.1 I!..' iii
surplemcni,ii‘ 51.11I in‘01,,,d Iii
p: 1.1 1 1011 01 111C 1,001. Ik..1.:11
s%1 1 111 111 1 1111 . .111 51 sii per 311
3141 iciteation31 pro.2.1,w 1 s
the pool.
soihe tub\ \‘‘ 1 1,,2
 1 h3. hel'n
\\ 1112 I ,11111 JUL', 1111 1 1 1 111C N..1111.1‘k 1Ch.
\ ‘1.1 11.111,. Ns 110\ 11. \% 11C1C 11C 11.1,
1.1lilt IT 111PC1 11 Iii' s‘k 1111111111:4 .11151
.it 11,11 Its 5.'.k II ,11111111C1
\ 1952 1 IA1%0111.
'ill 11/5 1 1C5CI‘Ctl III, 111.1,1C1s 51Cr ICC
110i11 I Lill .1151 1,10111,11C S5 11001 01
1 51115 .,11011 UI pl;;S . ‘1, hoe Ilar‘,ud
.1, .111 11111,1C 1 !1,1{111,111; Ile pia Cd
has. 11,111 .111t1 1 IC,11111.111 1510111.,i11.
1 10111 1 '1:; - 145-1. he ...Red in the
.S. . spentliiw 15 months in
kole3.
VILA dis.h.ire I row the
'Ii i 1111 . tonthall anti
pl.oed senn-protessinit.il
St\ i1/e1 M head 50j5.11 01
s‘'. 1111111111g allt1 511%111g. 1 0011/.111 .111t1
.11 I 1C1,1011 ‘5.1515111N 111
I 1 511 1011. \Is' 101 511 !. 11C101-C
;0111c. t,i IIIC lull St. 11001. Ile Laugh(
1)0111 ,1.11C1 1k.
\1.1 1/C1 11.1, .1150 heC11 s‘\ Inunuig
pool dire, tor indie.te I,
( ,ifin ( i„iii 1954.1 966.
,111(1 ill I\.'• 101 OI Junior Su 11.1111
1 akes. \ II.. durill2 the
summers ot 1 ` Hu. .ind 191,7.
BAR HARM. t
TRENTON BRIDGE LOBSTER POUND
i the end ot the bridge. h‘ OW 1\ tier
I I \ I \\I) i( 4llI I)
804
-diuiiuit, 'fill one o'clock in the morning in the "Nek% lounge
Mary Jane
Restaurant
I RI N( \VSB‘Y BO‘IING(0‘11)\\1
/ - ( I / )
dull
Pt/ r / 1)-( /// N/ /our\
I is / t/// ( /1// s ( s
\e‘t to the Bar Harbor Municipal her
Testa '4.
Ilk I' \L \I RI- IL \
I 41.) I I )1 11 \ , k I \II
I 4,I) \ICI% .1111Cli steaks lo ill III Siil 1:41111.•
/111•••••..
• Roast Turkey Dinner
• Golden Fried Chicken
• Golden Fried Fish Fillet
• Ham Steak Hawaiian
IOW Ills •
I 01 \ All, skill3..2.
And SC11.1. C1 .
11 11C bk.,' 01 the 3i sit spoils
outdooi t'. tilt conillinei.1 nulls
iii 7-1: title m.ith 8-; recold: atul
1)3..11311. 11,-I 2,
ts tiril
I C • II III C II
505 CI. \\ 1111 7 2- mai k: intim)! and
%1 1111 .1 I 1)- ;- I di ,
I C .1 111
Nt1111C%% hal (1(111 'he 11,1,1 C:11
11+115 531111,34.in.. I he in,er311
\\ on-lost reconl lot euvlit
spoils 'Ma, 4 I-1 7-4 lin 3 71 7
pet, Lire. I ieshinen
slim'. ...I the hest sill iii \kith 1 2 %% Ills
,illt1 Ill ti 10555's M. 11115' 11,1,511.111 11 is
1 1-4. ILIA 6-1 And soc,er
In the t e.0 rs sin.: the end of
iii Itl‘1.11 II. the shinri the
hest mer,111 re,ord .it I 11() Ihis been
lilt 9f. ‘A in., 25 los.... Icor .1
77.-4 pereent.ige. helund is
I 1.1.k. I I 2 \% in., 5.; losses Ion 67.9;
!loll. I 1,5 It his. 97 losses tor 63.4;
(0'0. C01111 I r 63 %% its. 37 1o...se,
tot 13;.i). ()titer sport. ,,lio\%111g
I‘ inning record. afe 100111.111. 1 10
\% Ills, 75 10••\'• Ion 55.5: ani.1
Is; \\ ills .14
1Emergency treatment
available anytime
I in cmcir..thS 111ClIlt Al lit:Mink:III
III!, •1.11111111:1 , Ills' 11111111 \ IO \ All Is
I 11.11 Ol poli.e. 79 1 1 .
I ineiren,‘ .1k.111.1111C
24 tours1 .1 t1.1 1111011010M the
I in Lontintling tre.ithient. of Jou
ol ailments mil ing
einergeno stirs', the Student
(..nter's hour. all' 110t11 5 .1.111. to 4
P III.. ‘Ionti.o thiough I
\s.1.1.iiit I 411...301 tiP Ills' Health
( Di Martin hendeigast,
the ( 'elite! still 11.1. still
o p C 1.1 1 1 11,1.! 011 .1 2-4 11t1111
set -.1-M 5:t21,
111t1 5'1111111.1Ni/is 111.11 1115 iii 1 1 1C
5,11111111s 110' hiss'ut  is M 5'11 tutistit III
51115'frC115 1 IC.11111C11 111-0(CtIllfl's .111t1
1.11115'll to deckle 31 the scene i)1 an
iniurN It the patient Is in need of .1
tinctot's 5.11 .1111.1 II the pt‘rson .,31;
11101.551.
PnstlItleIgtisI .1Is0 1101CS 111.11 the
pullls C .iri' Cll 1.11111'1L'ilttii Itan
.11111)01311c... vi hilt. the Ili:31th Center
I'. not. 1 licielore, s.illuiug the 11.11111
( ellICI sl 111111% Skills
t I t'.11 III sill . I
Ct11111,1,Cli 1111 1C,i1Sk 1 1.11111.
I 111 C1111.11, 1 .11..111.1111C Ill
.111 "WTI" St II° II"dS
\1 WWI Ills' I/I the
( onliniting licatnient lust
31(1 Is .1 \MIA' \ All St:N..1011
reg,11(1 Of III/\\ 111,111 \
[WW1 are registeled
\ 11 spe5331 gioups Lonung to
Itttpiuls such 3, the Ito 's pomp
.ind I ink intl Itound \Indents
hull 1' the lull Ius''. OI Ills' Ill:Atli
( enter.
liii 0111 11111 I ne•II111CII .11tendinr.
orientation ....slows in.o .1111
ticatinent (luring their .t.c.
3side I o ni the Ind 111(1;1 liii
I 111)Crt. tl It 1,,I• iCs1 .
Students durnir. the regulai ...hoot
ear It ho aft.' 1101 0111.011l'll ill one of
the .111n1e progr.ini. .111C Illt.'1112 11/1C 101
I re.ilnient until the npening 01 suit II
Septemhei _11
THURSDAY SPECIAL
SERVED FROM 4 P.M. TO CLOSING
BUCK NIGHT $ill
YOUR CHOICE
with POTATOES, CHOICE OF VEGETABLE or CREAMY COLE SLAW
ROLL and BUTTER
FRIDAY SPECIAL
All The Fish You Can Eat!!
GOLDEN FRIED FILLETS
FRENCH FRIED POTATOES
ROLL and BUTTER
COLE SLAW • TARTAR SAUCE 1.29
BRADFORD ROOM HOURS
OLD TOWN 8 A M TO 9 P.M.
OLD TOWN GRANT PLAZA
